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Executive Summary 
 

ELENA is a trans-European cooperative project of partners from Germany, Hungary, Romania and Georgia 

with the aim to promote the awareness of nature and the responsibility for nature. 

The main idea of the project is to introduce living animals into the classroom (animal-assisted education): 

they can assist teaching and co-supervised responsibly by students. Living animals are "a heart openers" and 

therefore increase pupils' motivation and interests in the learning process, while experiential learning 

methods contribute to carrier competences.  

This report contains the findings of the evaluation process during the 3 years of the project. The aims of the 

evaluation process are twofold: to support the whole project and its activities through consistent and 

coherent internal quality control (QAC), and above this to evaluate the products / deliverables of the 

projects. 

The approach used during evaluation is mainly the socio-constructivist approach. This approach does not 

only analyse processes and outputs towards pre-defined criteria, but the evaluation process itself is 

continuously adapting to the process and formulated by the participants of the evaluation, which is also 

supported by the fact that the evaluator is a member of one of the project member organizations (Rogers 

Foundation). 

The main findings relevant to the project process are the following: 

The project deliverables: workshops, webpage, competency framework, national studies and international 

study, and finally the modules, are highly positively evaluated by the project partners as well as 

practitioners and other stakeholders. There are a high level of over-achievement in numbers of people 

trained, modules developed, as well as organizations included. 

The partner changes caused the biggest challenge for the first part of the project. They were originated 

partly in family problems (as for the starting change of Ark Park), but later also the partner organization’s 

commitment and the administrative difficulties. These changes have caused delay in the project plans and 

deliverables, which have already been worked up by the mid-term of the project. Also the partners reported 

a stronger cooperation after the changes, however still the level of communication between the partners 

need to a constant development. The second effect of changes occurred due to re-occurring changes in the 

distribution of tasks (and sometimes temporary lack of the responsible coordinator of a task), which have 

resulted in overwork in some partners. However these have rather positive than negative impact on project 

deliverables.  

The second term of the project had seen a growing level of enthusiasm and ownership feeling by all 

partners. At the same time there were big difficulties coming from the inadequate approach by the first-

chosen auditor (who was replaces), and also by the changing of ANL IT security system which closed a break-

up in the project file system. Both these issues – together with the over-achievement coming from the 

commitment of the project – caused a high level of overwork by all partners, leading to some restraint from 

follow-up projects as well as other follow-up activities.  
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Preface 
 

The ELENA project was a great experience for the project partners, the participants of courses, piloting, 

conferences – as well as for the evaluator. 

This report is summing up the main finding of the 3-year long research project of what can be called ELENA 

internal evaluation process. The report is built on the prepared mid-term report: it kept those parts of it 

which has not lost their relevance, while some parts were re-written, while others were added as extra, as 

the project unfolded and the practical parts of it has come to action. 

To all readers of this report we suggest to build on your curiosity and turn to those page which might be 

interesting to you – a detailed content section will provide a helping hand in that. I am grateful for the help 

of my colleagues and volunteers in the Rogers Foundation in assisting to analysing the materials, taking 

interviews, organizing visits and being available for questions: Judit Rátz, Katalin Csizmazia, Levente Turóczi, 

Zsuzsa Vastag, Katalin Kostyál, Éva Markovics as well as to our volunteers contributing: Bálint Kőszegi, Szilvia 

Veréb, Petra Galambos, Zoltán Schneider. 

Also a lot of time and effort was put into being available for interviews and organizing visits by all partners. 

Special thanks for Simona Morariu in her help to transcript to English language the recordings of the 

Romanian school visits. 

 

Short introduction of the ELENA project 
 

ELENA is a trans-European cooperative project of partners from Germany, Hungary, Romania and Georgia 

with the aim to promote the awareness of nature and the responsibility for nature. 

The main idea of the project is to introduce living animals into the classroom (animal-assisted education): 

they can assist teaching and co-supervised responsibly by students. Living animals are "a heart openers" and 

therefore increase pupils' motivation and interests in the learning process, while experiential learning 

methods contribute to carrier competences. This approach was highly successful in the model project "Tiere 

live" of the Bavarian Academy for Nature Conservation and Landscape Management (ANL, Germany) and is 

now adopted to the partner countries needs and situations. 

The overall objective of ELENA is to explore and share successful approaches to combine environmental 

attitude building and development of carrier, learning and life skills that leads to responsible action for 

sustainable development. The detailed objectives and expected results to be assessed later. 

 

About the Evaluation: aims, approach and methods 
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Aims and approach of project evaluation 
 

The aims of the evaluation process are twofold: 

- The aim of the project process evaluation is to support the whole project and its activities through 

consistent and coherent internal quality control (QAC).  

- Above this the second aim is to evaluate the products / deliverables of the projects. 

The approach used during evaluation is mainly the socio-constructivist approach. This approach does not 

only analyse processes and outputs towards pre-defined criteria, but the evaluation process itself is 

continuously adapting to the process and formulated by the participants of the evaluation. As the evaluator 

here in ELENA is member of one of the participating organization, she is not an external observer, but an 

active member of the project – while it is clear, that after years even external observers have become 

somehow parts of the project without questioning their objectivity. 

 According to socio-constructivist paradigm the role of evaluation is not only observing and measuring but 

an active task of assistance and support towards the project. A role partly within the project, partly out of 

the project, providing feedback during project implementation. This can be reached through a mixed tool of 

personal participation, in-depth interviews and quantitative questionnaires.  

With the system of tools the evaluator analyses: 

 Project sustainability 

 Quality of outputs 

 Impact on partners 

 Impact on external organisations 

 Project management and processes 

 

Methods used 
 

The following actions have been used for evaluation during the project: 

 Participation in all meetings (2013 December Laufen, 2014 March Szeged, 2014 May Budapest, 2014 

October Sibiu, 2015 March Laufen, 2015 October, Szeged, 2016 May, Hungary) 

 Participation in local meetings (2014 January, Szeged, 2014 September, Budapest, high-level 

dissemination event 2016 September, Hungary) 

 Evaluation of meetings (2013 December Laufen, 2014 March Szeged,  2014 October Sibiu, 2015 

March Laufen, 2015 October Szeged, 2016 May Mátraszentlászló, 2016 October Laufen) by 

questionnaires, summing evaluations 
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Evaluation actions / reports: 

 Development of project implementation theory (aspects for project evaluation) and quality criteria 

 Evaluation questionnaire on project atmosphere 2014 March 

 First evaluation feedback report for partners, March, 2014 

 Feedback for competency framework, national baseline report, international baseline report 

 Evaluation interviews with partners: August, 2014,  

 Development of project dynamics map (based on interviews)  

 Development of module evaluation criteria  

 Second evaluation feedback report for partners: 2014 October, Sibiu 

 Evaluation of website by questionnaire February - March, 2015 

 Evaluation of project communication by questionnaire 

 Participation in development of teacher questionnaires for piloting, feedback for potential student 

questionnaires 

 Evaluation interviews with partners: February,2015 

 Third feedback report for partners as well as for EU evaluator, Laufen, March 2015 

 Evaluation of developed modules 

 Website evaluation report 

 Development of piloting and teacher training questionnaires 

 Development of mid-term evaluation report, April, 2015 

 Assessing the feedbacks from the Commission for the mid-term report (incl. evaluation report) 

 Evaluation interviews with partners: August – September, 2015 

 Fourth feedback to partners in Sibiu, October, 2015 

 Collecting and assessing teachers’ evaluation of teacher training 

 Evaluation interviews with partners January – February, 2016 

 Organizing and delivering school visits: one in Georgia, November, 2015, two in Germany, April, 

2016, two in Hungary, May 2016 and two in Romania, June, 2016 

 Fifth feedback to partners in Mátraszentlászló, May, 2016 

 Evaluation of school visits 

 Re-assessment of finalized chapters (modules) 

 Reporting on school visits in high-level conference, Hungary – September 2016 and in the final 

conference October 2016 

 Development and running the conference evaluation system 

 Module evaluation with practitioner mini-interviews, Hungarian focus group 

 Conference evaluation with final questionnaire, October, 2016 

 Closing evaluation interviews with partners, October, 2016 

 Evaluation focus group with partners in Laufen, October, 2016 

 Development of final report, October, 2016 

 

The project and the implementation theory  
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As a first step, the project’s programme and implementation theory was clarified. Its goal is to analyse the 

basic assumptions of the project about stakeholders’ motivation and behaviour as well as about impacts of 

planned actions based on these motivations, and about how actions are built on each other. These 

connections are shown in Figure 1 at the following page. After the analysis a set of underlying assumptions 

were found and risks detected to be assessed in the next section.  
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1. Figure: Programme and Implementation Theory of the ELENA project 
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Overall project evaluation 
 

Aims and results 
 

In this section the evaluator assesses how much 

Aims How these aims were met according to the 
evaluator 

review good practices in the participating countries Yes, during the baseline research 

identify, build, create and train the support network 
for biodiversity education (BDE) 

Yes, during high-level meetings 

build capacity to adopt and deliver the updated 
‘Tiere Live’ and special activities for schools 

Yes (teacher trainings, available materials) 

develop a handbook and a toolkit to implement the 
‘Tiere Live’ project and the activities  

Yes (modules) 

foster partnership building: within the education 
sector at all levels, among social partners of 
education, like ministries and business sector 

Yes, during high-level meetings 

train teachers for attitude building and competency 
learning during the learning process built on 
emotions coded in the neural system and sharing 
experience and activity coded in the surrounding 
social system of the learner 

Yes, however the modules are still 
overwhelmingly aimed at scientific concepts 
and less for self-reflection and work on 
emotions 

develop training materials for ecological 
understanding and thinking 

Yes 

run piloting course in different type of schools 
 

There were different types of school included 
in the project: primary and secondary. 
However mainly general profile schools were 
included. 

The project intended to result in: 

Results How much they were reached 

learning frameworks with clear links between school 
based learning and the key skills for a smart, 
sustainable and inclusive development 

Yes 

shared pedagogical approaches to the teaching of 
the ecological understanding and systemic thinking 

Yes – during module development  

shared criteria for delivering and implement high 
quality education and competency building in 
emotion based learning and strategies in the schools 
of the partner countries 

Yes see competency framework, however 
here also applies that the modules 
themselves work less with the emotions 
(which occur anyway) 

enhanced access to information for interested 
practitioners 

Yes, homepage 

increased sharing of good practice between teachers, 
schools, education organisations and economic 
sector 

During teacher training, Facebooks (there are 
separate FB groups for Romanian and 
Georgian teachers for example) 
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increased understanding of the benefits of the 
biodiversity education to the development of the EU 
economy 

Less developed aspect.  

 

Assumptions and risks 
 As part of the final evaluation these assumptions are inserted in a table and assessed whether they have 

come true or not: 

Assumption Worked? 

Tiere Live is good in enhancing carrier 
competencies and nature awareness 

Yes. Teachers fed back that both 
competences and awareness were raised 

Tiere Live is culture-independent, it can be 
adapted 

Yes, with some restraint: some animas – 
such as chicken – have very different 
background in different countries. Eg. 
Chicken module can be interesting in big 
cities and in more developed countries 
where there are less around. 

Other countries have potential background to use 
TL in schools: time, space and finances can be 
delegated to it 

Yes 

The new modules will incorporate original and 
country /competency specific issues 

Yes 

Teachers are interested in new methods Yes, indeed there were a real big and 
ongoing interest found 

Teachers have motivation and time to go to 
training courses. 

Yes – in case it is free and available. They 
prefer accredited courses though. 

Teachers are enthusiastic enough to pilot and 
document, 

Yes 

Teachers will be enthusiastic enough to t(r)each 
other teachers. 

Partly – during some interviews it turned 
out that teaching other teachers were felt 
hard 

Broader community is interested – including firms Partly – other organizations working on 
nature awareness and SDE proved to be 
very interested. Firms less interested, 
with the exception of Bee and Earthworm 
module, which had some concrete 
relation to profit-oriented agricultural 
activity (honey and humus) 

 

There were also risks detected and reported in the mid-term report. Here there is some reflection on them: 

Risks detected Reflections 

 Schools will be negative towards the project: either 
because of financial issues, or afraid of letting in 
animals, or no time to put it into the curriculum 

Schools were not at all negative of the project 
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There will be not enough teachers interested in 
training 

The project reached far more teachers than 
planned 

The trained teachers will not be enthusiastic to pilot The teachers got enthusiastic by the 
materials, and also adapted them and made 
up new excercises 

Teachers will not document properly They did what they needed to do 

Colleagues will not be interested – teacher face 
problem with cascading 

No report about that. Cascading was carried 
out. 

Community will not be interested enough – not 
enough media coverage, conference participants, 
etc. 

There was and is a high interest around the 
project. 

 

 

The project process 
 

The project process evaluation was organized through participation and evaluation in meetings, regular 

discussions and letter exchange with project management members, in-depth skype interviews with project 

partners and questionnaires on relevant issues. At the end of the project there were also a deep common 

evaluation as well as final evaluation interviews taken (which not yet reflected all the issues coming up at 

the final reporting phase). 

Under this heading first the main feedback by the partners will be pinpointed and then explained in details 

based on the interviews and common discussions. 

Summary of the feedback of partners 
 

We collected the feedbacks in three groups, and then the other groups could complete the lists. The three 

groups were: project management, cooperation and communication, and finally the outcome / outputs. 

Some issues were mentioned in all three groups 

Project Management 

What worked: 

 ANL: it had supportive and helpful team, skilful team clarifying complex issues, easy to 

communicate, timely answers 

 trust and personal connection between partners strengthened the team 

 Partner change: finding them, dealing with change worked out well 

 flexibility of the team and partners in all parts of the project 

 two amendments submitted, based on detailed discussion of the partners 

 perfect outcomes 

 there was a good monitoring chart 
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What could have worked better: 

 there was too much focus on administrative issues which took attention from the professional 

issues 

 the reporting system required by the EU for LLP means an extreme admin burden, with lots of (non-

content related) translations needed, and a non-environmental friendly amount of paper 

 not proper auditor: extra burden, also auditor change: extra burden 

 different level of management skills of partners 

 delayed submission of half-year financial reports by partners 

 understanding the different rules and systems of countries on booking and finance – and their 

relevance in auditing and financial management 

 not regularly refreshed monitoring chart 

 cloud system problems – security system blocked 

 communication with skype was also blocked 

 

Cooperation and communication between the partners 

What worked: 

 All the modules were developed (even more than planned) 

 inside the countries cooperation was at very high-level 

 management is highly professional, solved problems, quick response 

 very friendly communication between the people, the whole project had a good atmosphere 

 last year was a big trust : ANL was patient and helpful 

What could have worked better: 

 unequal communication between countries: the communication level was mainly between ANL and 

the countries and within countries 

 ANL security system blocked the file system – file transfer was problematic, skype was problematic 

 not punctual communication and language barriers led to misunderstanding sometimes 

 The EU agency did not respond for issues of clarification 

 communication between partners were uneven: sometimes there was an extreme level of 

information request, sometimes for month nearly nothing 

 

Outputs 

What worked: 

 It’s ready 

 extra work has been done  

o ants module in pre-school education in Georgia 

o more modules has been developed than expected 

o higher number of reached students in Romania 
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o school visits 

o world-wide dissemination through IUCN and the Balaton Group 

o sustainability of outputs: number of trained teachers 

 Perfect team work  

 Outputs are made for practice 

 Great fun personally 

 

What could have worked better: 

 not on time 

 extra work and time not covered financially: voluntarily and also by misunderstanding 

 extra materials costs extra money for printing 

 

Challenges during project implementation in details 

 

The main points of the above mentioned issues will be discussed according to first or second term 

appearance. 

First-term summary (by mid-term report) 
 

There were four main problems perceived by the partners and the evaluator: partner changes, problems 

with administration, delays and overwork (see Figure 2). While these three problems appear to be 

independent, in reality there is a very high level of interconnection between them, one leading to the other 

and vica versa.  

 

2. Figure: Problems in project implementation 

Partner change

Administrative 

issues

Delays in 

implementation

Overwork
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Partner changes 

The largest visible problem of the first term of the project was the high number of fluctuation of partners. 

There were four partners leaving the project: 

a) Ark Park at the beginning of the project, end of 2013 

b) ALP at the beginning of 2014 

c) Szeged University during the summer of 2014 

d) Rottmayr Gymnasium also during the summer of 2014 

The official explanations of the quits were: 

e) family issues for Ark Park 

f) the contact person leaving the project for ALP and partly for Szeged 

g) financial and administrative issues for Szeged and for Rottmayr Gymnasium (which has stayed as an 

associated partner) 

The actual partners were asked in interviews about how they perceived the changes. Based on the 

responses it can be stated that there was a positive outcome of the changes, as partners felt that: 

h) the new partnership is stronger, 

i) more areas of competences are included, 

j) the new partners are involved now in the project and have a relevant experience,  

k) there is more flexibility and commitment. 

In the second term there were no partner changes-  

Delays 

In the first term there were delays in many areas of the project mainly because of the partner changes. 

There were delays in setting up the website, finalizing the competency framework and finalizing the 

international report as well as starting of module development in Hungary. 

l) Setting up the website was delayed as the partner responsible for it (Ark Park) has not entered the 

project. This issue was quickly solved and there is a working website for nearly a year. Its first draft 

was already presented and discussed in the May, 2014 meeting. It is officially open to the public 

from October 2014. 

m) Competency framework final version has also been in delay, because the main partner Szeged 

University being responsible for the WP has left the project. The competency framework was 

discussed and drafted on time, only the finalizing was delayed in order to get the replacing partner 

of Szeged University involved as well. 

n) The same problem happened with the Hungarian national study, causing a delay in the final version 

of the international study (the first version of which was delivered on time). 

o) The Hungarian module development was also delayed, which was a task Szeged University was to 

deliver. Because of the changes, Rogers Foundation has entered module development in 

September,2014, while the exchange partner for the University, Junior Achievement Hungary has 
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officially entered only in December 2014. Even with the half-year delay the modules to be piloted 

have been finalized by the midterm.  

However all deliverables have been up-to-date and finalized by the midterm, which shows a large 

resiliency and adaptive power of the partnership.  

After the mid-term there were only delays in the preparation of the final prints, which was due to lecturing. 

 

Overwork 

There were two distinct areas of overwork experienced: administrative/management and overwork about 

deliverables. 

The first type – management overwork – is a direct cause of partner changes, which needed re-planning of 

the whole project structure and budget two times, as well as partner search, negotiations and contracting. 

This has put extra administrative burden mainly on ANL. 

There was also an overwork experienced in module development, at least for Hungary modules. Having no 

country coordinator between July and December 2014 (Szeged has left, JAM did not join yet), there were no 

clear requirements set up about the module to be developed and no clear roles were set. Therefore a large 

amount of extra exercises / material were produced by Rogers Foundation (which is good from the 

deliverable point of view), and also the German partner, ANL had to put extra effort into the module 

development part. With the official joining of JAM from December, there was a quickening of the process 

and the final drafts were already presented in the March, 2015 Laufen ToT meeting. 

Administrative issues in the first term 

As it was mentioned, there were administrative problems leading to the leaving of some of the partners. 

The main problem was that the EU requirements for calculating and reporting staff costs was hardly 

compatible with local standards and financing of governmental bodies (university, school). As for the Szeged 

University, for example the staff of the university is paid from normative state funding for their base jobs. 

The question was how to pay them for the extra project work – it cannot be included in their base job 

description without extra finance, while the staff salary categories are fixed. Also the co-financing part of 

the project was a question. There were several rounds of negotiations about this issues, which has created a 

stressful situation in the University about the project. These issues, together with the fact that the 

researcher participating in the project has left the university, led to the University’s decision of quitting. The 

same co-financing issues were fed back from Nyíregyháza College which was asked to be a partner instead 

of the University, so they did not join the project. 

The same kinds of problems have turned up in nearly all governmental partners, having no experience in EU 

projects before, and while in Romania, the issue was sorted out, Rottmayr Gymnasium of Germany has 

decided to leave the project from a financial point of view, while staying in as a professional partner in an 

associated status. 

There was also the fact that while all administrative requirements were discussed in detail in the project 

meetings, from universities and institutes it is the researchers participating in these meetings, not the 
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administrative staff, who finally has to resolve the issue. A finding for later projects is to include and engage 

at least one administrative staff at the first meeting to clarify project administration and financing. 

While co-financing was an even harder issue for non-governmental partners (such as Sabuko or Rogers 

Foundation), for them there were no problems with organizing staff payments according to criteria. For 

them there a new kind of problem turned up: having no or very little staff only for administration, and here 

administration has put an extra burden for all staff. 

 

Second Term Summary 
 

Increased level of enthusiasm and commitment 

Before analysing the hardships of the project, it must be highlighted, that due to the professional activities 

happening in the second term (teacher training, piloting, cascading, finalizing of the modules, dissemination 

events, final conference) the overall atmosphere of the project and the enthusiasm of the participants 

increased dramatically. 

During the interviews all partners reported that 

 there is good communication between the partners 

 the ELENA modules are fantastic and receiving a very-very positive feedback from local teachers, 

organizations, pupils and other stakeholders 

 the atmosphere between the partners is very friendly 

 people enjoy their work in the project 

 the level of personal ownership has increased 

 ANL was helpful and communicating very closely and often with partners 

The importance of all these issues cannot be stressed more, as it kept the level of 

implementation at very high level even against all the factors which made the work of the 

partners extremely hard. 

Over-achievement  

The second term of the project also have seen a large amount of achievements above planned: 

 more modules developed and finalized (and printed) in Germany 

 much more teachers and pupils reached in Romania 

 much more activities than planned in Georgia 

 more evaluation activities (school visits) as well as more follow-up activities by Hungary 

 high-level dissemination activities in all countries 

 extra partner meeting in Hungary in May, 2016 
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However this over-achievement had meant also overwork. This come mainly from the volunteer work of the 

participating people, due to their commitment. However it still effected in some financial issued: more 

materials had to be printed, more travel and reimbursement costs, which were partly covered from the 

project budget, partly from organizational budgets. 

Problems of auditing 

The biggest experiences problem-group of the second term came around the issue of auditing and the 

auditors. The first selected auditor requested an extreme amount of materials for financial reporting from 

all the partners. The translation of all bills, all contracts – even if they were in official EU languages as 

Romanian, German or Hungarian –, a number of declarations to be signed (for example one partner 

reported that once a declaration of all staff were requested on that they themselves signed their own 

working contract), sometimes also by people who have left the organization or the projects years ago, all 

made turbulence in the communication between the coordinating ANL and the partner organizations. 

It also put an extra burden on all partner organizations, while there was no financial background for this 

extra time. This caused conflicts within organizations as well, as working hours were diverted from other 

areas of work and project towards ELENA from all management levels. 

The last minute change to a new auditor came as a relief, but at the same time as an extra burden: the new 

auditor has a new system, and all the partners have to re-submit and re-calculate a lot of materials in a 

different system. As this evaluation report is under finalization, there are still stressed letter exchanges 

about reporting, and extra several days spent with it by the partners. 

Due to this experience there were partners who declared at the final interview that they would not like to 

participate in such projects later on, at least not officially, because this amount of non-paid administrative 

work is non-acceptable and non-sustainable by the organizations. 

 

Communication system break-up 

Another big issue having an impact on the project was the introduction of a new IT security system in the 

ANL. Due to this: 

 The project Dropbox system had to be closed up and a new file system had to be developed. 

 Skype had become unavailable as non-secure information channel. 

While the skype closure was bypassed by other means of communication, or by skyping from home, the file 

system change had caused a larger problem. First a new file system was set up within the server of ANL. 

However for a long time not all the materials were transferred there, and there were materials which were 

lost during transfer. Afterwards the file system got overloaded and broke up. For some time again Dropbox 

was used (which was not available to all partners and partners included due to data amount caps), and 

finally a new file system set up.  

However due to the transfers files had to be found and reloaded several times. Later also to the auditor, 

which took another great amount of extra working hours. 
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The dynamics of change 

 

The model of project dynamics 

Having experiencing the main interconnections between the problems, there were a systemic analysis 

delivered by the evaluator at the beginning of the project (see Figure 3) 

As a first step, the key factors (variables) were determined, which were: 

a) External environment factors, which cannot be changed from within the system 

b) In-system variables: 

 Level of administrative barriers 

 Level of organizational commitment 

 Level of organizational direct support 

 Level of personal motivation 

 Level of personal commitment (direct action) 

 Level of communication (internal) 

 Level of shared understanding (of goals and issues) 

 Level of personal product (project) ownership 

 Level of product quality 

 Level of project impact 

 

As it is seen, not only the variables of the direct problems were analysed, but also its possible impact on the 

project outcome, including shared understanding, personal ownership, product quality and project impact, 

which are the crucial factors for project success. 

Signs: + means that the two variables move together (if one increases, the other two, same in the opposite 

direction)  - means that the two variables move into opposite direction (if one increases, the other 

decreases) 
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3. Figure: System dynamics of change within the ELENA project 

Mid-term findings 

Lessons learned from the analysis of problems and the systems model and reported in the mid-term: 

 Administrative barriers are hindering, albeit they themselves are still can be sorted out if there 

is commitment 

 Personal commitment is crucial to the project, however personal commitment requires 

organizational commitment and support 

 If there is personal commitment but no organizational: partner organization falls out when 

person leaves (P2,P6), 

 If there is personal commitment but too much administrative barriers, persons might stay, while 

organization leaves (at least as official partner) (P3) 

 If organization faces administrative barriers AND there is no personal commitment or 

organizational support – partner fall out (P8) 

Mid-term suggestions for project improvement: 

 Increase personal and organizational commitment by developing shared vision and ownership, 

finding the motivation for participating organizations 

 Empower participating persons to „engage” organizational background in project (organization 

stakeholders) 
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 Decrease administrative barriers as much as possible 

 Increase communication within partners and people to increase personal motivation and 

commitment 

End-of term findings 

 The ownership level of all people have increased 

 In some cases the organizational background was not engaged, in these cases there are no follow-

up actions planned for the project (at organizational level) such in P12, P13  

 Administrative barriers increased even more. This discouraged some partners to participate in 

similar projects, such as P1, P11 

 Communication level also increased (with 3 meetings, school visits, skype and e-mails) 

 

 

Evaluation of partner meetings 
 

While originally the Management Board Meetings and Partner meetings were planned to be separately, 

after the first meeting the two meeting types merged, as nearly all partners were part of the Management 

Board as well.  

The partner meetings were highly evaluated by all participants, as it is seen in the Figure 4.  

 

 

4. Figure: Evaluation on Partner Meetings, on a 1-5 scale, 5 being the most positive 
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As it is visible from Figure 4, after the first steps, when the final project structure (regarding partners) was 

clarified and the meeting was organized by a committed partner, the perceived evaluation of the meetings 

increased. 

The importance of good meetings was further underpinned with analysing the other levels of 

communication.  According to the findings of the interviews as well as the internal (confidential) mid-term 

questionnaire on communication it was seen that: 

- Skype meetings faced technical difficulties as well as timing and linguistic difficulties. In none of the 

meetings have all partners have participated, there were problems with the connections, and (both 

physical, both language-based) understanding of each other.  

- E-mails were targeted way of communication: they were used for direct issues, problem-solving. 

Therefore a hierarchal way of communication occurred with much centralization towards Germany, 

while partners not directly working with each other were out of touch. 

- Some organizations had not been involved in the original management committee (where there are 

the country leaders and work package leaders) leading to less clear understanding of tasks and less 

commitment. Therefore management committee and partner meeting were merged. 

- People do not know where to find documents. 

- The monitoring chart – a great tool to see what was coming next – was not regularly updated.  

- Partners also provided their reports and materials unevenly, so sometimes there were not much 

happening – other phases were extra intensive. 

By finding out the extra need for personal communication due to these factors, three extra meetings were 

organized in May, 2014 Budapest (discussing the baseline studies) and in March, 2015 Laufen (training of 

trainers), and finally again in Hungary, May, 2016, which increased the quality of work. In Laufen non-

participating partners were involved through Skype. 

 

The professional process of the ELENA 
 

Competency Framework Workshop, Szeged and Competency Framework 
 

The competency framework was developed in a very involving way in the project. All project stakeholders 

(partners, teachers, school leaders) were involved in a competency framework workshop in Szeged.  22 of 

the participants have evaluated the workshop in a 1-5 scale (1 being the most negative, 5 the most positive), 

and the average level of evaluation was 4,54 (with no worse grade than 4). 

The workshop has contained two main parts: introductory presentations, which got an average evaluation 

of 4,72, and small group discussions, evaluated 4,65 average.  As it is seen the overall average of the 

workshop got a little worse which is due to the premises (the chairs were uncomfortable) as well as the 

high-level intensity of the programme (more free time or partnership-building time were needed by the 

participants). 
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As the result of the workshop, the main competencies to be developed by ELENA was identified, and 

partner organizations choose among them to develop their description. This is the core of the Competency 

Framework Study. While there were problems later on having very different levels of quality of the texts 

due to the input by different partners, finally the study was revised and is now available. The competencies 

had some impact on module development at least implicitly (due to the participation in the workshop), 

however the average response for the question “How much have you used the competency framework in 

developing the modules?” got an “enough/average” (3,44) evaluation from the partners. 

 

5. Figure: The level of using the competency framework in module development 

This is reflected by the module evaluation. The ELENA competencies were involved into the quality criteria 

to be used for module evaluation. While several of the criteria were around the same competencies, they 

were directly developed into criteria and analysed towards these. 

ELENA competency Direct criteria Wolf Ant Earthworm Butterfly Reptiles Bees 

Curiosity The module 
promotes 
curiosity of 
young people 
to acquire in-
depth 
knowledge. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Knowledgeable/well 

informed/updated  

 

The module 
evokes (and 
fulfils) interest 
to understand 
animal 
behaviour of 
the “Module 
Animal” 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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The module 
promotes 
tolerance and 
sensitivity 
towards 
animals.  

Yes, with 
restrictions 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Open minded  The module 
provokes 
open-
mindedness 
and flexibility. 

Yes. I am 
not 
sure. 

Yes. Yes I am not 
sure. 

Yes 

Organised  The module 
contains 
methods to 
develop level 
of self-
organizing 
(including 
goal-setting, 
prioritizing, 
time-
allocation, 
monitoring, 
risk-taking and 
adaptation). 

Little Little Little Yes  I am not 
sure. 

Yes 

Responsibility The module 
facilitates 
young people 
to take 
responsibility 
for her own 
actions. 

Yes Partly Partly Not clear Not clear Yes 

The module 
develops an 
understanding 
and tolerance 
towards 
conflict 
situations 
between 
humans and 
animals for 
the benefit of 
biodiversity 
conservation 

Yes Not Little Little Not clear Yes 

Self-reflection  The module 
encourages 
self-reflection 
among 
learners in 
order to get to 
know 

No No No No No Yes 
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themselves 
better.  

6. Figure: Evaluation of draft modules towards criteria 

As it visible from the chart above, the modules are very much up-to-the-point in some of the competencies, 

while visibly the self-reflection part is a weak point in them.  As it is seen, the more “traditional” educational 

goals, such as providing knowledge, provoking curiosity and open-mindedness are very clearly targeted, the 

“softer” and more general competencies, such as self-organizing, responsibility are less targeted, while self-

reflection is very little taken into account. This is clearly an area to be developed. 

The long-term impact of the competency framework is also to be questioned, as only three out of the nine 

partners responded that they intend to use it quite (4) /very much (5) in their later activities (with a total 

average of 3,1).  

However the importance of the competency framework was not only in the material which was developed, 

but in the process itself: it framed the thinking about the project, and the assumptions and attitude towards 

the module development. The competences highlighted by the partners were also built into the evaluation 

criteria (to be discussed later) through which feedback was provided in the module development. 

 

Baseline studies 

The main goal of baseline studies were the following (according to the proposal submitted): 

- “identifying the needs and the situation 

- good practices already existing in the countries on BD education, business education 

- legislative frames on having  animals in the classroom / involved in the pedagogic activities 

- educational frames – curriculum (where the planned activities can be fitted) 

- interviews with different stakeholders on different part of life 

- training needs analysis for teacher trainings” 

Based on these criteria a study guideline have been developed, in which the evaluator has participated. The 

study guideline contained all necessary parts of the studies, containing legislative frame, educational system 

frame, training needs analysis, potential partners, good practices and interviews. All these aspects were 

delivered in all countries’ as well as the common international baseline studies.  Looking for potential 

partners is the added aspect put into the guidelines, which is a very important factor of sustainability of the 

project. 
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Website Evaluation 

 

Profiles of respondents: 

An evaluation form was developed online and sent to all partners, as well as external experts. Altogether 12 

people have submitted evaluation, two men and ten women. The evaluators of the website consisted of 

ELENA management board members (25% - 3 persons), other project members (42% - 5 persons) and 

external people (33% - 4 persons). The external evaluators were mainly from Hungary (3 persons) and one 

person from Germany. 

All partner countries submitted evaluation, while there were more evaluation from Hungary, where the 

external experts of marketing and IT were directly involved (2 people from Romania, Germany and Georgia 

and 6 people from Hungary evaluated the website). 

Evaluation of respondents 

The overall design is liked by the respondents: 10  person liked it very much or liked it much, and 2 were 

neutral. People liked very much the headline pictures: 11 of the 12 respondents liked it while 1 person did 

not. 

All people said that the structure is good, and most people said that the texts are just OK (10/11) and the 

level of text is good as well (10 /11). One person - the IT expert – commented that the texts are too long and 

complicated. It is important to see that while the site was found interesting very much or just enough for 9 

out of 11 respondents, two out of the three external people (those working in other non-educational areas, 

such as IT or marketing). Most respondents felt they got full understanding of the project (9/12), while 3 

said they have got the message, but not fully.  

The respondents were divided about publishing news: 7 said there should be more, while 5 said there are 

enough.  However 3/4 external persons would prefer more news. Definitely a large minority (42%) missed 

information about partners on the website: a contact page, contact name, names of people on the picture. 

It was mentioned that it is not clear who the webpage is aimed at: its language is too scientific. 

There were feedbacks and practical advices given on specific issues (such as resolution of pictures, or size of 

letters, etc. which was forwarded to those working of the website, however are not included in this 

summary. 

The website was further developed in the second part of the project. It has now altogether 185 pages 

altogether in 5 languages, and also there are 45 downloadable materials on it. It is quite impressive for the 

visitors: every visitor looks at an average of 2 pages. There have been 6613 visitors altogether at the website 

between April 2015 and now (before that there was no Analytics available on the site), 80% of which is 

unique visitor, about 5290 people. 
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Module development  
 

The module development was reportedly one of the most enjoyed part of the project (at least among those 

partners who participated). As a result, there are 5 modules, with extra exercises, and in some cases parallel 

descriptions (see the section about overwork). 

Participation in the module development have developed a good level of ownership which is very important 

for long-term use of the modules: 

 

7. Figure: Level of ownership felt in February, 2015 according to questionnaire 

The process of module development leading to teacher training was the following: 

 

8. Figure: Process of module development 

After the national level work all countries have introduced their first steps of the modules in Sibiu. The Sibiu 

meeting on module development was very highly evaluated by participants: their overall evaluation was 

4,77 (in a 1-5 scale), and all questions regarding module development has got very good responses (above 

4,5 average). 

National 
work / 
draft 
ideas

Module 
workshop 

in Sibiu

National 
Work / 
draft 

modules

Testing 
and 

training 
of 

modules 
in Laufen

Finalizing 
drafts at 
national 

level
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The only uncertainty was regarding the teacher training and motivation of teachers in the later parts of the 

project (4,1 and 4,3 average, which is still pretty good), which was later also reflected back in the Laufen 

meeting evaluation: 

 

9. Figure: Feeling prepared for teacher training 

As about local/ national activities there are no scaling data, information was collected through interviews. 

While the process of development was mainly smooth in all countries, there were some communicational 

problems between local partners. Also a less intensity of communication between international partners 

have been experiences during the development work, although there was a common module for all, and 

another common module for Romania and Hungary. In Romania one of the partners have not participated 

in the module development, which leaded to their less feeling of ownership about the modules (see Figure 

8). 

 

 

Teacher trainings courses 
 

The teacher training courses were evaluated overwhelmingly positive. At the evaluation results the 

difference of critical thinking by cultures is visible: Germans were usually much more critical than 

Romanians. (Summaries of evaluation questionnaires by countries can be found as annex to this report.) As 

not all modules were trained in all countries, only those are shown which were trained. What is visible from 

the first sight, that in a 1-5 scale (5 being the most positive) all the responses are above 4, and very close to 

5.  

If we create an aggregate average of responses for all numbers, the average is 4,78, which is a very high 

number.  

3 3,2 3,4 3,6 3,8 4 4,2

WOLF CORE MODULE

EARTHWORM CORE MODULE

ANTS CORE MODULE

BUTTERFLY CORE MODULE

How much the Laufen workshop has prepared 
participants for teacher training?
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10. Figure:  Evaluation of teacher training courses (overall and by modules trained) 

Some comments from the participants: 

 overall a very good training 

 professionalism (presentation, trainers) 

 interesting and informative 

 learnt new methods  

 useful 

 Relevant, helpful, interesting information (2) 

 Well-organized (1) 

 Importance of meeting of the organizers and the participants (1) 

 Everything was great (3) 

 

Piloting and cascading 
 
The evaluation and summing up of the experiences of the piloting and cascading was done at the Szeged 

meeting in November 2015. Also feedback was collected by the school visits by selected teachers. 

The main findings were: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Romania

Hungary

Georgia

Germany

Evaluation of teacher training courses

Reptile aggregated Chicken aggregated Butterfly aggregated

Ant aggregated Earthworm aggregated Wolf aggregated evaluation

Overall evaluation
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 Children enjoy the ELENA classes very much. Even pupils from other classes are asking sometimes 

for ELENA classes. 

 ELENA activities increased the motivation of children very much – it is questionable whether their 

effective material knowledge increased. 

 It is important to announce the animals to the children beforehand 

 A 45-minute class is usually to little to fit in the introduction of the animal as well as other activities.  

 Teachers are rather turning for help to each other than experts 

 Teachers keep contact after the courses 

 Interdisciplinary background need to be strengthened 

There were three main general suggestions during the piloting evaluation meeting:  

 to provide FAQ at the end of the modules  

 to provide some info about what difficulties can be foreseen. 

 to put an Introduction for ELENA in every module – they can be downloaded separately 

Actually these materials were not finally developed, which is a pity. 

 The training, piloting and cascading was clearly an area of overachievement: there were more school 

involved than planned and far more activities carried out than planned. 

 

Conference 
 

There were several layers of the evaluation of the conference. We had it evaluated by the participants, and 

after that the partnership also evaluated it. As a conclusion: it was a highly successful conference. Let’s see 

the details: 
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Participants’ evaluation 

One, the most informal one was that there was a big sack of 

ordinary beans provided (3 kgs, about 3000 pieces), out of which 

the participants were requested to take one and put it into a 

huge glass pool, if something very good, essential happens to 

them (both during official times, or during breaks, such as good 

discussions). People liked this way of evaluation and by the end 

of the conference (but before the final day’s excursion) already 

all 3000 pieces were put into the glass. This coincides with the 

overall feeling of the evaluator that there was a very positive, 

enthusiastic atmosphere. 

We also collected feedback on posters on all workshops for the 

lecturers. Actually these feedbacks got rarer as the days went by 

and people rather used their time with discussions in break 

times, so it did not provide relevant feedback. 

Third there were evaluation questionnaires circulated. We got 

back the questionnaires from 42 participants: 13 Germans, 14 

Hungarians, 13 Romanians and 2 Georgian. 60% of the 

feedback-givers were teachers, 20% coming from public 

organizations working on sustainability, and 15% NGO people (and 7,5% other). The organization of the 

conference got a grade of 4,83 in a 1-5 scale (5 being “fantastic”) – actually 35/42 people rated the 

conference organization as fantastic. 

The professional quality was also very highly rated: 4,69 (on the 1-5 scale) in the following distribution 

 

 

12. Figure: The rating of the professional quality of the conference on a 1-5 scale, 5 being „fantastic” 
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We also asked about which lectures and workshops were liked the most. All of the lectures and workshops 

were mentioned at least once, but the lecture of Andrea Beetz on Human-Animal Interaction got mentioned 

very much: 14 times, Bea Obornyi’s lecture on the ecosystem was mentioned 6 times. 

The mentioning on the workshops came as follows (non-representative, as not all the people participated in 

all workshops and not all people filled in the evaluation form!): 

Workshop Number of people liking it most Liking it also (not the most) 

Butterflies 10 3 

Reptiles 13 2 

Earthworm 6 9 

Dogs /wolf 5 6 

Bees 0 12 

Chicken 0 6 

Ants 4 9 

Games 1 4 

 

The participants felt they can use what they learned from the conference: it got an average of 4,5 on a 1-5 

scale. They can use it in their classroom, their youth setting, playhouse, teacher training, other training 

courses. They don’t expect too much problem in using it, although this feeling is not univocal (see figure 

down) 

 

13. Figure: Barriers expected in using ELENA, 1: not at all, 5: very much 

Most people expect time limits, less financial constraints, hardship in fitting to curricula, some are afraid of 

getting no support from organizational leadership, while there are other (not mentioned) barriers too.  

Some remarks the participants made: 

 It was really great! Diverse program with lots new interesting information & multicultural touch 
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 This some days were very useful, interesting, fantastic, extensive. Thank you for everything! 

 Thank you for the invitation! It was very nice to get to know all the "heads behind the program". 

And to meet all the colleagues from other countries 

 So tell us what's next so we can practise at school! 

 It's been a fantastic closing event! Thank you! 

 It has been an amazing project. It should be continued because raising nature awareness will lead to 

a better world. 

 

The evaluation of the conference by the Partnership  

 

(Brainstorming on what was good and what could have been better). 

What was good: 

 Everything was good 

 Good keynote speakers 

 Good invited presenters 

 Ownership feeling of the whole ELENA team 

 Beans (evaluation) 

 Organization /preparation 

 On time – no delay 

 Personal agenda got by participants at the back of the badge 

 Planned free time after lunch 

 Time management of the programme 

 Technique available 

 Kapuzinerhof – aligned location 

 Weather for the excursion 

 Good settings for workshop rooms 

 Market place 

 Scientist got closer to practitioners 

 Icebreaking activities 

 Intercultural event 

 Starting with plenary was good 

 Earthworm session was amazing 

 Warm Theatre  

What could have been better: 

 Sounding was not perfect 

 ANL building was far: long walk took time from workshops 

 The weather 
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 Intercultural event should have been after dinner of instead of dinner (too much food) 

 Early start at days (8 o’clock) 

 Leaders of the workshops could not participate in other workshops 

 A keynote speaker was reading his speech 

 

Sustainability Plans and Steps after the ELENA project 
 

In the final interviews the partners were asked about their future plans with ELENA. Apart from some cases, 

the ELENA approach is planned to be built into the everyday activities of the organizations: training courses, 

excursions, children camps, educational services. Most partners do not plan official steps for future ELENA 

activities together, but open for it if someone else initiates. ANL does not plan to initiate such project. 

In three of the four countries (except Hungary) the course is available for credit for teachers and included in 

the teacher training offer. In Hungary ELENA has a different way into education: the Budapest Zoo have 

become very committed, and takes up the initiation of AHI-based project. A proposal has already been 

submitted by Rogers Foundation, where ANL is a non-formal partner, and the Budapest Zoo and  Mirvus 

(RO) – a contact coming from the LBU are all partners together with a Slovakian youth organization, 

TANDEM no. 

National Centre for Teachers 
Professional Development, 
Georgia 
 

 The teachers included plan to continue with their 
students and they will be also sharing their 
experiences with others 

 The Butterfly and Ants Modules will be in the offer for 
training for the teachers by the Centre 

 open for future projects on ELENA 
 

Sabuko, Georgia 
 

 depends on opportunity for funding, not initiating 
even later 

 use Elena and AHI-approach in their children camps, 
maybe butterflies 

 plan to translate the birds module, and also have a 
draft birds module already developed 

 open for future projects on ELENA 
 

Junior Achievement Hungary 
 

 the partnership with Iskolakertekért Foundation will 
go on 

 Activities will be built into children camp activities and 
other training activities 

Inspectoratul Scolar Judetean, 
Romania 
 

 there are teachers who are qualified as providers for 
credit-giving teacher training course 

 it’s up to them to offer the course for colleagues 

 open for future projects on ELENA 
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Scoala Gimnaziala nr. 21, 
Romania 
 

 plan to use in upcoming school years too 

 left to the decisions of teachers to use 

Lucian Blaga University, Romania 
 

 open to participate in future partnership about the 
project 

 personal-level involvement with Mirvus NGO, who are 
going to use the modules 

 open for future projects on ELENA 

Bavarian Academy for Nature 
Conservation and Landscape 
Management 
 

 Research with universities on Animal-Human 
Interaction and its impact on children 

 Promoting ELENA / Tiere Live modules further 

 Nonformal participation in partnerships (also in 
LEHUA project submitted by Rogers Foundation) 

Rogers Foundation for Person-
Centered Education, Hungary 

 Submitted an Erasmus+ YOUTH proposal based on 
ELENA 

 There is interest for a larger scale international 
cooperation on Animal-Human Interaction 

 Parts of dogs, earthworms and ants modules are built 
into the schedule of Rogers Academy 

Bioshpere Region Berchtesgaden  AHI approach in excursions organized by BRG 

 Some ELENA actitivites in  training / project day 
events (they organize such events regularly 

 

The ELENA method 
 

ELENA Modules evaluated by the Real World Learning Quality Criteria 
 
The modules have been evaluated by the Quality Criteria developed in another EU LLP Comenius project, 
the Real World Learning Network by a set of evaluation and education experts, including the internal 
evaluator of ELENA. That frame was further updated by the competencies set by the project in the 
Competency Framework. 
 
The modules were first evaluated after the drafts became available, and the findings of the evaluation were 
sent to all partners who have involved them in the further development part. There were a second 
evaluation delivered now at the end of the project, the results of which can be seen in the attachments of 
module evaluations. 
 
The RWL model identifies six areas relevant for effective sustainable development education:  

- having an effective frame (clear message reflected in both physical and methodical issues of the 
education programme),  

- having direct connection to transcendent (universal) values,  
- having an empowering effect on pupils, in order to develop their feeling of agency 
- providing field for first-hand (hands-on) experiences, also for different learning approaches, having 

a diversity in methodology, which supports personal action-taking and responsibility. 
- being transferable to other areas of life (having a direct connection to personal and social life) 
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- supporting the knowledge of general scientific concepts 
 
The ELENA competencies were involved in the matrix under the specific heading. 
 
While the evaluation towards the competencies has been described in Figure 7, and the detailed evaluation 
of the modules are annexed, here the overall findings of the evaluation is described. 
  

Wolf Ant Earthworm Butterfly Reptiles Bees 

Clear frame Not enough 
(1/4) Yes (4/4) Yes (4/4) Enough (2/4) Enough (2/4) Yes (3/4 

Values 
Yes (6/7) 

Rather yes 
(5/7) 

Not enough 
(3/7) 

Not enough 
(2/7) 

Not enough 
(2/7) 

Enough 
(4/7) 

Empowerment Rather yes 
(5/7) 

Not enough 
(3/7) 

Rather yes 
(5/7) 

Not enough 
(2/7) 

Not enough 
(2/7) 

Rather yes 
(6/7) 

First-hand 
experience 

Not enough 
(2/5) Yes (5/5) Yes (5/5) Enough (3/5) Enough (3/5) Yes (5/5) 

Transferability 
Yes (4/4) Yes (4/4) 

Enough 
(2/4) 

Not enough 
(1/5) Enough (2/4) Yes (4/4) 

General 
scientific 
concepts Yes (3/4) Yes  3/4) Yes (4/4) Yes (4/4) Yes (4/4) Yes (4/4) 

14. Figure: Overall analysis of module evaluation towards criteria: the number of clear yes per modules.  

 
The modules very much provoke the interest about the module animal, and about the animal world, 
therefore about biodiversity. As this is the main goal of ELENA, definitely this is the main strength of the 
modules. Definitely the modules are very much supporting and convening scientific concepts. 
 
However the goals, frames of the modules need to be little bit more clearly set. The main message of 
the modules is not always clear.  The physical settings shall also be in convergence with the message. The 
physical settings and the open and clear message together form the "frame" for the course, and is of main 
importance in delivering the message (therefore to attitude change). The same is true for values. The value 
of biodiversity and environment protection is present within the modules but other universal values, which 
are in the heart of sustainable thinking (such as equal opportunities, universal rights, benevolence) could be 
much more targeted. 
 
There should have been more time planned for reflection in the classroom. There should be more even 
more space given to self-organizing for the pupils. These two competencies are very important 
entrepreneurial and carrier competencies which are also targeted by the ELENA project. Also these are main 
contributors of feeling empowered – having an attitude, self-confidence and tools for becoming an agent of 
change in local levels. In a lot of settings, pupils can only be participants (“experiencers”) of the activity, but 
the activity does not support their real decision-making, self-organizing, risk-taking skills. 
 
Regarding methodology (first-hand experience criteria), all of the modules are very much enjoyable for all 
participants. This is very important as it is the main approach to ELENA, involve pupils through their feelings. 
It is interesting however, that although all modules contained nearly totally hands-on exercises, the 
diversity of exercises could be further developed (using eg. other senses, other intelligence approaches). 
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There were no clear opportunity provided to adapt the process of education to the personal learning 
processes of pupils (or teachers).  
 
While transferability is not a direct goal of ELENA, it is of main importance in order to reach attitude change. 
There also should be more time given to generalize the learning and transfer learned things to other areas 
of science and life (eg. metamorphosis - life cycles, or ant society - human society (as it happened). For 
reaching the "feeling of agency" of the pupils, it is also important to connect to their personal life (see for 
example anthropomorphism mentioned).  
 

 
25. Figure: The number of sub-criteria met by the modules (out of 31) 

 
As it is also visible there are differences in how much the modules meet the RWL quality criteria.  The bees, 
ants and earthworm modules are very much leading in this regard, while butterflies and reptiles are more 
planned to be theoretic than experiential, transversible and empowering. 
 
Concluding it is very important to state that the weaknesses mentioned are not at all typical to ELENA 
modules. These are the weaknesses of the educational systems in most European countries, and therefore if 
we compare ELENA not to the “ideal, best” educational programme, but to the real programmes and 
approaches we see now at schools, the following is true for ELENA: 

- It is much more experiential than most of the educational programmes now present at school 
- Its main approach (using animals for education) is engaging, curiosity provoking, and involving both 

hands and hearts. 
- ELENA modules already give opportunities to young people to participate, try themselves, reflect on 

themselves, collect common experiences with others (team work) – and therefore they are very 
good start for becoming fully empowered and competent adults. 

 

Modules Perceived by the Practitioners 
 
The ELENA modules were practically presented to practitioners in the final ELENA international conference in 
Laufen. As part of the evaluation, we have made interviews with the participants, the findings of which is 
analysed here. It is important to point out that the data below is not at all representative to all practitioners, 
but a set of qualitative feedback which are important to see how they perceive ELENA and how they are 
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related to it. We also included in the upcoming part the reports of other practitioners (Sabine Wiesel and 
Katalin Csizmazia whom also used the modules with special needs children), and the findings of a focus group 
interview with the Hungarian participants – made on the way back from the conference. 
 

The profile of the interviewees 

 

During the conference we have made 34 interviews. Most of the participants of the project were teachers: 19 
people out of 34 in total. The second largest group was NGO people: 9 people.  There were 2 students, 1 
youth worker, 1 project manager and 2 professionals: 1 biologist and a chicken breeder. 

Out of the 34 responders there were 13 males only. It is interesting that there is a tendency for men to be 
less critical: they gave better marks to the materials. 20 of the interviewee were under 35 years. In general 
statistics gives no data whether more experienced people gave better or worse marks to the materials. It is 
remarkable that only more experienced people worked with bees.  

Overall evaluation of the interviewees  

 

Generally the people interviewed were positive about the materials. The Reptile, Earthworm and the Butterfly 

materials produced extremely good results: to these, all of the participants gave 5 in a 1 – 5 scale. The most 

critical was the Chicken material – some liked it, but the general opinion was not very positive (3 in average). 

Bees and Ants were basically cherished (around 4 in average), whereas dogs got points between 3 and 5.  

 

Experiences with the modules 

 

Chicken (9 reports) 

Out of the 34 interviews 9 people talked about the Chicken Module. The most shocking experiences while 

working with chicken was the realization to what extent the children of today lost contact with nature. 

Children loved chickens but most of them looked at them as at other exotic, not common animals. They 

enjoyed the workshop; the brand new experience for them was great, while some of the teachers had a 

common everyday habit of playing with chickens in their childhood.  

When asked whether they would use chickens or not, the answers were not univocal. Out of 7 answers.  

 2 didn’t give an answer 

 2 said definite yes 

 2 said that they would use the system but not the chicken as animal 

 And 1 definite no.  

That was the most ambiguous answer. 

Among the reasons the most important was that chickens have their relevant place in the country yard, and 

we should not put them into the status of remote, exotic animals.  At the same time not one of the participants 
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noted that they want to work with an animal. A good point noted on the Chicken use were the eggs 

produced 

It is not easy to give the Chicken what they need in a city school, and it may disturb the normal life of school.   

In the country it may be easier, but, of course, there they are more familiar. 

With the Chicken module there were several aspects that made this topic unique.  

First of all we must remember that we use chickens as a source of food. So there is a special task: we must 

show kids that chickens are living beings. Even if we eat them, they should be treated with dignity in good 

conditions.  

Some interviewees lived with chickens in their childhood so they know a lot about responsible chicken rising. 

At the same time children living in city environment meet chicken only in shops, in a prepared form.  

There should be a dialogue between children living in the country close to chickens and those living in the 

cities far from them. We should be happy to have nice country farms and should keep their image instead of 

producing artificial ones in the schoolyard. Such meetings could have a role in changing the attitude of the 

children.  

 

Reptiles (8 reports) 

 

The thing that most touched the participants was the direct contact with these animals. Touching a living 

snake or insect was a new experiment for many of them. They liked the active, practical part of the workshop 

most.  

Most of the teachers would certainly go on working with this method. Some have already done. The main 

reason of it is that most kids are fascinated by the animals. It is a new joy to meet animals they would not see 

outside the classroom in their everyday environment.  Children prove to be very open towards these animals. 

Reptiles are easy to care for. It is thought that these workshops raise the confidence in reptiles.  

At the same time some people say that they do not know these animals well enough to take them into the 

classroom, and that as a system it is not sure it can be introduced.  You have to be cautious to care properly 

about the animals, but there would be no problem, if you choose the right animal to introduce.  

 

Butterfly (6 reports) 

 

For some people caterpillars were more interesting, because they can be physically touched that cannot be 

done with butterflies. Watching the spectacular changes in life cycles gives a special joy. These animals do not 

need special costs and still make both kids and grown-ups involved. The topic can be integrated in different 

subjects.  
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Using caterpillars in a classroom needs special care. It is extremely easy to hurt them. 

All of the participants said yes to the classroom use remarking that is much more interesting to teach this way 

than from books. It is not difficult to get the worms and caring is not expensive either. It is very spectacular 

and teaches patience to kids: they have to be active in OBSERVATION. It is easy to keep them in the classroom, 

they do not disturb learning, and it does not make big changes in the learning environment.  It is great how 

many different things can be taught while focusing on their changes. IT also has a long time impact on learning.  

One of the most important barriers is that these animals are very easy to hurt. Also it is difficult to care about 

them for a long time, till they go through their complicated life cycles. If they die meanwhile for whatever 

reason, it can cause extreme sorrow for kids. You have to carefully produce a suitable living place for them.  

Dogs and wolfs (5 reports) 

Most people were touched by the dogs. Some of the participant teachers had the experience that dogs had 

the greatest effect on children. Kids enjoyed touching the dogs physically. It was great to experience the 

empathy of the dogs toward children and the other way round. The non-verbal communication, the 

identification of dogs’ attitude could have some practical use also.  Some people like the role play activity, 

while another person found the material too theoretical.  

Most people would be happy to use this method in their work. Some have already had experienced, some 

even uses it a regular method. It is generally felt that the direct contact with dogs has a good impact on 

children.  

At the same time the general opinion is that it is not easy to organize to take dogs to the classroom or close 

to kids. The greatest barrier to face is the need of specially trained dogs. Also permission from the school 

administration and from parents is needed. It seems that these barriers are enough to prevent teachers and 

organizers to use dogs regularly, but the temporal use of them could be implanted. It is also important to deal 

with possible fears effectively.  

In case of the Dog module it is very important to create a secure ambient. There could be kids who are afraid 

of dogs, they should be encouraged but not forced to get in touch with the animals. There may be a second 

problem: if we talk too much about how we should behave in the presence of dogs, kids may start to feel 

uncertain about whether they are doing it right or not, what reactions will the teacher have if they make a 

mistake. That may destroy the courage.  

We can also share information about how oxytocin rise while we are stroking dogs. Emotional involving is 

extremely important in this module.  

Earthworms (4 reports) 

 

Earthworm got a warm evaluation from teachers. They are easy to deal with, it does not cost a lot to introduce 

them in a classroom. Again touching the animals generated an ovation among kids just as the exercise to use 

the loupe for close observation did.  Also the structure of the workshop, the idea of the personal gift and the 

framing were praised.  
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Earthworms got a definite yes to use other times also. Most of the interviewed people have already used 

them in their practice. (For the Day of Earth for example) 

“I often go with groups (mainly of children) to the meadows to see the wildlife there, and after the training I 

capacitated my adult students to use this method in vocational education. I also used the earthworm module 

for kids (for the Day of Earth for example). . Earthworms are not dangerous at all, neither poisonous, they 

don't need much special care; it is easy to organize a lesson on Worms. “ 

As with ants we could create some worm habitat to make the children see worm-roads. 

Earthworms are not easy to like. They are not very popular with children. Many of them are afraid of worms 

and feel it difficult to touch them. It takes time till they start to be curious and interested.  

With this animal it is important to be empathetic with kids. They have the right to feel disgusted that does 

not help the rise of oxytocin level. So it is advisable to take the feeling of the children as it is - and make fun 

with the module.  

Bees (3 reports) 

 

In the Bees module people enjoyed the interesting explanation, good examples and the good time 

management and the personal direct contact with animals. They had great fun with the Separation Game. It 

is simple and has a shocking result. It is close to each participants, both kids and grown-ups. It needs 

knowledge and thinking, too.  

Most of the participants want to go on using the modules, the games especially.  It is only here, in case of the 

Bees module that soft skills are mentioned by the teachers. 

At least one very motivated teacher is needed to run these projects in the school. Bees need special care and 

special experts. It can be dangerous if inexperienced teachers start work with them.  

 

Ants (3 reports) 

 

In the case of Ants, what most amazed the participants was the complexity of ants’ life. The well-structured 

community amazed kids. It was good to have practical jobs like preparing an ant – home. It is such a popular 

animal; everyone would go on using them in classroom or even in nature conversation programs.  

It may increase motivation. It is a great way to show biodiversity and the whole ecosystem. We can raise 

awareness this way. It is also suitable to show, that everything can be interesting. It is much better to produce 

real experience essentially based on observation   than teaching from books.  

The most important challenge is that we have to make sure they understand what the animal needs, so they 

don't start just picking up any animal to take home, but can't care for them properly. We have to make sure 

to educate the children properly, mainly about the conditions the animals need and about letting every animal 

back to nature. 
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It was interesting to read that the module could be taken to university as a great fun and relax time, whereas 

one of the participants of the program adopted the Ants module for youngsters in a new schoolbook.  

One burden is that the curriculum is very tense and teachers, professors are not flexible. At the university it 

is difficult to create the time, but these modules can be integrated into the 1-2 field trips per year. 

According to practitioners first we have to create positive emotions about the animals, which is sometimes 

not easy. When the children become excited about animals, and then we can go on to any professional topic, 

like biological features of the animal, ecology, social competences, etc. 

It is interesting to remark that the social aspects of Ants were much less exploited than could have.  

There is an important aspect to be emphasized after the implementation of the ELENA project. We must call 

attention in all the modules and activities that Nature and Animals are valuable. It is, of course, involved in all 

of the exercises; still it became stressed in the final meeting of the participants.  

This important idea got special attention because the participants realized that children will hardly find 

valuable something that is there in the corner of the backyard. Children living with chicken will look at them 

as food source rather than living beings. At the same time their city mates, children living in town and city 

environment have no direct contact with these animals.  It is not surprising that Germany and England put a 

lot of effort in environment protection. These countries have already lost a lot of the original and natural 

connection to Nature. One of the messages of these modules could be the attention called on the still existing 

connections between Man and Nature. We must show children those practices that have still kept the ties.  

Parallel with this thought we also have to show children ways how we can restore these connections instead 

of showing more and more how Man destroys the environment. Focusing on the positive may activate 

children.  

 

Experience with Special Need Children and the ELENA modules 

 

A German teacher’ report 

 Sabine Weisel 

Actually there were no conflicts at all during the sessions with the animals. They were calm and very gentle 

with all the animals and they were looking after the animals. But unfortunately it didn’t have any effect for 

their behavior on the German or Moths lessons. But most of the „special” conflicts or problems disappeared 

during the animal sessions. We just had „normal” school conflicts.  

Some of them have behavior problems (social and emotional), others have learning difficulties. I work with 

caterpillars (class 7) and with snails (class 4, 5). For example there is a boy whose facial expression, 

countenance is always the same. But when he had a snail with him, I could see a REAL SMILE on his face. And 

it is so rare…  
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We have a farm and we go there with the children as often as we can (once or twice a year). When we are on 

the farm, everybody calms down. There is a boy, who is usually very aggressive, but with a lamb he behaves 

as a lamb. I don’t know why. Maybe he enjoys the situation when he can take care of an other living creature, 

and not he is the one who has to be cared about.  I’m somebody who can take care of others! Maybe, that 

what he feels.…. I don’t know.  

When we go out for other reason (have a trip for example) there are less conflict as in the classroom maybe 

because there are so many things to do and they are so excited and they know if something bad happens  we 

would never go again. But on normal trips, for example visiting a museum, there are still some conflicts.  On 

the farm we never had any. I don’t know… They get involved so much with those animals, touching, petting, 

feeding, caring. And not only with animals: we have a wagon, and there is corn inside, and they love to play 

with the corn (like in a sand pit). They are in class 7, but they can spend there 2 hours just with the crops. It is 

so amazing! They do not need anything more.  

It is just going back to nature. Going back to the roots.  And it is not only with the animals. When we go out 

to the forest, we just leave them there for hours and they manipulate in the woods. So the most important 

thing is going back to nature. 

 

Personal stories 

 

„ My daughter is afraid of dogs because of an accident, so we have a cat at home. I can see how touching their 

relationship is.” 

“Not reptiles, but chickens. In our country (Germany) there were these chicken farms where they could run 

free in the fields. In my childhood I really liked to watch them. They are not there anymore because of the 

industries. That really saddens me, and I hope these activities will bring some of these experiences back for 

the children.” 

“When I was young I had a rabbit which I really cared for. Up today I remember her and I know that caring for 

animals are really good for the children.” 

“The chickens helped pupils to return to school after the summer holiday. They were so excited about the 

animals they missed a lot, that they actually forgot about to cry they have to attend school again.” 

“I had the chance to talk with chicken breeders. I asked them what their personal motivation was to put energy 

and time into working in this project. They said, they loved these animals and enjoyed that kids loved them 

too.  I asked them why they thought kids love these lessons. They said they got such answers from kids as “we 

do not have to learn” and „I love chickens because they make me happy". 

“One of the participants does have butterflies at home. When the daughter of the family comes home, the 

butterflies fly on her shoulder, she feeds them and they are with her while she is doing her homework.“ 
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“I was at a meadow with a group of children. There was one disabled boy, who at first was not interested at 

all in the program, he just stood and didn't do much. I gave them the task 'let's collect some animals' - they 

had to catch and pick up small animals they found. This boy, who was just standing before, suddenly started 

to run around, excited and shouting. He caught one beetle and was so happy and proud about it. He showed 

it to everybody, asking what its name was. He was very happy.” 

“One day I took a bug into the classroom, I put it on the table, and did something in the corner of the room by 

the time I turned back, and kids were already observing the bug through a loupe.”  

“When dead ants stuck on tables were introduced to the kids, they found them disgusting or at least not so 

interesting.  But when we let the children see the living ants through a microscope, they said they are much 

nicer and cuter. They could observe the details, the small moving the ants made e.g. the way they clean their 

antennas. And they got amazed.” 

“One of our participants told us what vivid memories she is having while producing the Ecogon board game 

while she was sitting on boring lectures on Biology.”  

“I met a lot of children who were shooting birds when they were young, but through our programs they become 

devoted animal-protectors.”  

 “I have a very important personal memory. When I was 4 years old, I was in a car with my dad. We had to 

stop the car because there was a hedgehog in the middle of the road. We got out, and I held the hedgehog in 

my hands while my dad was moving some branches from the road. I held the hedgehog in my palms, and first 

it shot down, but as I was waiting, it slowly started to open up and showed its face. I just stood there and 

watched. It's one of those things I still remember, the whole situation very clearly. It was raining, and it was 

dark already, and very late, at least for such a small child. It was very moving.” 

“I worked in a pet shop. One day a little girl entered the shop, pointed at a rabbit and asked: what is it?” 

“Children are always excited with animals and they are constantly asking "when do we get the next animals?”  

“We took snails into the classroom. One boy was afraid of them. First he chose a very small snail to touch. By 

the end of the course he managed to touch big ones without fears.”  

 

Ideas to make the modules even better 

 

Some of the following ideas are already incorporated into the modules and only listed here to emphasize their 

importance. Other ideas just complete the list of methodological aspects.  

 reflections, self - evaluation 

 team building aims in focus 

 therapeutic aspect of the exercises taken seriously 

 information, data, results of researches must be given parallel with the activities going on. 
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 responsibility of man towards animals should be emphasized 

 many different aspects should be used parallel: professional ideas like biodiversity, complexity, 

ecology mixed with practical ideas like the cost of equipment, place and time considerations 

 practice should be as interactive as possible. For example: it has no sense to talk about what we 

should do when we are together with dogs, how we should relate to them instead of relating, e.g. 

touching, stroking and working with dogs. Instead of only showing pictures about dog non-verbal 

signs, we can introduce human non-verbal elements or teachers can ask children to observe dogs and 

phrase what they can see.  

 personal stories, interesting details help the innovation 

 pictures and videos help capture the attention 

 it is important to focus on emotions, involve children emotionally, but it is also essential to share 

information on how these emotions are born, how this process works.  

 the rate of giving information (lecture, data,), activities (workshops, practical doings) and rest should 

be optimal.  

 humour is an element always welcome.  

 the ambient of the workshops should be cautiously framed: time managing, places carefully chosen 

 

ELENA in the classroom 
 

Main results of the ANL (German) student questionnaires 

 

The ANL has carried out a separate research in the classroom with pupils during the project. The 

questionnaire was filled with 314 children, in grades 1-8, who were participating in lessons about bees, 

chicken, dog/wolf, ant and snails. Here I take the most relevant findings (presented at the Final Conference) 

to be included in this report. 

The pupils found the lessons good in general: 
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16. Figure: The overall evaluation of pupils in the German research 

The main general findings were: 

• The more the students like the animal, the more they are looking forward to the lessons 

• The more the students like the animal, the more they enjoyed the lessons 

• 31% enjoyed the lessons just because there was no normal class conditions 

• 74% enjoyed being outside 

• 75% had fun by learning something about the animal 

• 80% had generally fun in the lessons 

There was a significant increase in the popularity of the animals before and after the project: 36% reported 

that they liked the animal better, however for a 13% the popularity of the animals decreased during the 

lesson.  
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17. Figure: What the pupils liked / disliked in ELENA lessons 

The pupils also reported that they had mostly positive experiences during the activity (72%) while only 

10,9% reported negative experiences.  As about the popularity of animals there was a significant increase in 

the popularity of the activity animals in the case of bees, dogs and chickens (although for them marginally), 

while there were no significant decrease detected for fears.  

The following further questions / issues to be investigated are set in the report: 

 The longer the animal stays within the care of pupils, the more they get emotionally involved 

 The link between animal keeping and an understanding of the natural environment of the 

animals sustains 

 How to measure „taking over the responsibility“? 

 

School visits and findings 

There were altogether 7 schools visited during the project evaluation: 2 schools in Germany, Hungary and 
Romania, while one in Georgia. The school visits within the EU was partly funded by the project budget, 
partly funded by organizational budget. The Georgian school visit was carried out when the evaluator 
travelled to an Erasmus+ KA1 TC project in Georgia. 
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18. Figure: Places of school visits 

The overall finding of the school visits was that ELENA modules are highly emotionally involving. This was 

reported back by all teachers – for themselves and for the pupils as well, and also experienced personally by 

the evaluator.  

There are things that cannot be measured by formal evaluation tools: bright eyes, laughter, enthusiasm and 

motivation, sometimes narrowed eyes by fear, and sometimes by disgust. These were all there with the 

pupils and the teachers and participating adults.  

All teachers reported high enthusiasm from both pupil side and teacher side, and in all places where I met 

children I personally experienced how happy they were to connect to animals – let it be dogs, chicken, 

worms, ants or spiders. I saw a girl, who was laughingly herding chicken hens to the coup, a boy, who gave 

names to the ants which walked in his arms, another girl overcoming her fears about the spiders, and 

children in awe when little chicks were hatching. These experiences must have transformed them. 

The main issues the teachers reported: 

 pupils are very much excited and motivated (all teachers). A Hungarian teacher reported that she 

used the earthworm module with a class considered to be a “hard community” with special need 7-

8 years old children, and also in front of other teachers as a presentation lesson. She was amazed 

how disciplined and focused the children were, and how much 

 pupils are interested in the animal outside of the class as well (visiting them during breaks, after 

school: Germany - chicken, Hungary – earthworms , Georgia - ants) 

 ELENA method tends to include socially marginalized pupils very much (Hungary – earthworm and 

dogs, Germany- spiders and chicken, Georgia – ants) 

 in a case reported in Romania, the learning motivation of a boy increased very much who were a 

“not good learner” and “not well behaved” beforehand 

 in a Georgian case a girl with multiple disabilities had found a special interest and motivation in ants 
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 Dogs in most cases were reported to be found very-very interesting and working with them joyful. A 

German teacher reported that this is culture-dependent: Syrian refugees in his school are more 

afraid of dogs because they experienced police dogs. Also in Romania there are more stray dogs, 

which are perceived as fearful. 

 Pupils also enjoyed being outside the school in field trips, and all activities which were physical or 

where they could do something themselves.  

 It was very important what one of the teachers mentioned: “It is not so easy for people to decode 

what other people think. But it is even harder to make this in case of animals. And when they 

learn it from animals, how to take care and how to be careful, it has an influence how they can 

manage it with other children and people, too. That’s sure.” 

 

Altogether these skills / competencies were reported by the teachers as an impact of ELENA activities on 

pupils: 

 relationship to nature 

 understanding the animals better 

 empathy 

 communicative 

 observation 

 reporting 

 responsibility 

 ITC skills 

 proactivity  

 cooperation and teamwork 

 decision-making 

 motivation, curiosity 

 practical skills 

Teachers also reported that they themselves learned a lot, both about nature, animals, practicalities as well 

as pedagogical methodology. They enjoyed the activities very much, and for some of them it was the first 

time to use experiential methods. ELENA was a good start – they understand very much how well these 

work with pupils.  

 
 

Entrepreneurship and ELENA 
 
Development of entrepreneurial skills, as well as develop partnerships between school and 
entrepreneurship was also an issue of ELENA project. 
As it is clearly seen, indirectly ELENA modules develop several skills of entrepreneurship as set by the EU’s 
“Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan”: “creativity, initiative, tenacity, teamwork, understanding of risk and a 
sense of responsibility”. 
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However direct steps to partner and include entrepreneurs have also been taken. Some animals are more 
appropriate for this reason than others, which formulates a basis of difference also by countries: 
In Germany two modules attracted entrepreneurial interest. 

 Bees and honey-producing have traditionally been an entrepreneurial action, and this can be also a 
mini-entreprise project in the school. In one of the schools, where honey produced were sold in the 
schools fair-trade buffet. 

 Chicken is also an agricultural animal. However in another German school they have become part of 
local entrepreneurship not as food animals, but as touristic attractions: the chicken hatched during 
the school project were given to local people (families of pupils), and were used as part of eco-
tourism. 

In Hungary the earthworm module attracted interest from agricultural business. There has been a 
cooperation developed with the For School Gardens Foundations on fostering the production of 
earthworms and humus for school gardens. 
In Georgia there was an open direct link between the Butterfly module and traditional local business: the 
silk moth is used historically to produce silk, and Georgia is part of the historic Silk Road. The emphasis on 
this issue in the module is important in both entrepreneurial as well as cultural competence-development.  
 
As a conclusion ELENA – even with its direct steps to empower entrepreneurial attitude – is more an indirect 
way to develop entrepreneurship. The idea behind is that curiosity, responsibility, organization, open-mind, 
scientific knowledge and self-reflection provides an opportunity to choose an entrepreneurial carrier if 
someone would like. 
 
 

Sources used 
 

Real World Learning Quality Criteria Guidance and recommendations for use of the criteria  
http://www.rwlnetwork.org/media/69738/d7_rwl_quality_criteria_guidance_recommendations_wg1.pdf 
 
Atkisson, Alan: Sustainability is for Everyone, ISIS Academy, 2013, e-book (on “small and big” sustainability)  
 
Ballard, David (2005): Using learning processes to promote change for sustainable development, in Action 
Research (Special Issue on Change for Sustainable Development), Volume 3 Issue 2, June 2005, by Sage 
Publications Ltd (on building the feeling of agency)  
 
Weiss, Carol H.: Evaluation: Methods for Studying Programmes and Policies, Second Edition, Prentice Hall,  
1998 (on programme and implementation theories)  
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Annexes 
 

Annex 1:  Management Meeting Evaluation questionnaires 

 

Annex 1a: Questions of meeting evaluation form Laufen, 2013 

 

1. How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

   1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

2. Do you think you have got a more clear understanding of the : 

a. Project goals    1 2 3 4 5 

b. Project actions   1 2 3 4 5 

c. Project deliverables     1 2 3 4 5 

d. Financial issues      1 2 3 4 5 

e. Project administration   1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. How much satisfied are you with the discussions/ results of the following topics: 

Introduction to the ELENA  project   1 2 3 4 5 

Introduction to the training product   1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP1 Project management    1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP2  Competency Framework 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP3  Baseline Studies  1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP4 Teaching Modules  1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP5 Teacher training and piloting 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP6 Evaluation and monitoring 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP7 Dissemination   1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

5. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

6. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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Annex 1b: Questions of management board meeting evaluation form Szeged, 2014 

1. How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

 

2. Do you think you have got a more clear understanding of the : 

a. Project goals    1 2 3 4 5 

b. Project actions   1 2 3 4 5 

c. Project deliverables     1 2 3 4 5 

d. Financial issues      1 2 3 4 5 

e. Project administration   1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. How much satisfied are you with the discussions/ results of the following topics: 

Introduction to the ELENA  project   1 2 3 4 5 

Introduction to the training product   1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP1 Project management    1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP2  Competency Framework 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP3  Baseline Studies  1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP4 Teaching Modules  1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP5 Teacher training and piloting 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP6 Evaluation and monitoring 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP7 Dissemination   1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

4. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

 

5. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

 

6. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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Annex 1c: Questions of management board meeting evaluation form Sibiu, 2014 

1. How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

 

2. Do you think you have got a more clear understanding of the : 

a. Project goals    1 2 3 4 5 

b. Project actions   1 2 3 4 5 

c. Project deliverables     1 2 3 4 5 

d. Financial issues      1 2 3 4 5 

e. Project administration   1 2 3 4 5 

f. your next steps in the project 1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. How much satisfied are you with the discussions/ results of the following topics: 

Discussion on WP1 Project management    1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP2  Competency Framework 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP3  Baseline Studies  1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP4 Teaching Modules  1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP5 Teacher training and piloting 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP6 Evaluation and monitoring 1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on WP7 Dissemination   1 2 3 4 5 

Discussion on Partner Changes   1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

4. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

 

5. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

 

6. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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Annex 1d: Questions of management board meeting evaluation form Szeged, 2015 

Name and organization (optional): 

Date: 

1. How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning):  

 

2. How much were you satisfied with the following discussions: 

Friday 

 Summarizing of impression by Wolfram A.  1 2 3 4 5 

 Report of feedbacks  in Romania   1 2 3 4 5 

 Report of feedbacks  in Germany   1 2 3 4 5 

 Report of feedbacks  in Hungary   1 2 3 4 5 

 Analysing of the results in country groups     1 2 3 4 5 

 Short summary of results in Hungary  1 2 3 4 5 

Saturday 

 Short summary of results Germany   1 2 3 4 5 

 Short summary of results Romania   1 2 3 4 5 

 How to develop the weakest activities?  1 2 3 4 5 

 Extracurricular game discussion   1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

 

 

4. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

 

5. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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for Partner meeting participants only  

 

 

6. Do you think you have got a more clear understanding of the : 

a. Project goals    1 2 3 4 5 

b. Project actions   1 2 3 4 5 

c. Project deliverables     1 2 3 4 5 

d. Financial issues      1 2 3 4 5 

e. Project administration   1 2 3 4 5 

f. your next steps in the project 1 2 3 4 5 

 

7. How much satisfied are you with the discussions/ results of the following topics: 

Internal evaluation results    1 2 3 4 5 

Conclusions on mid-term report   1 2 3 4 5 

Ongoing steps for next year    1 2 3 4 5 

 

8. How much do you feel confident about your tasks for last year, about: 

Finalizing of the modules    1 2 3 4 5 

Cascading and its documentation   1 2 3 4 5 

Dissemination activities    1 2 3 4 5 

Closing conference     1 2 3 4 5 

Financial and administrative issues   1 2 3 4 5 

 

9. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

 

10. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

 

 

11. Comments for the organizers: 
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Annex 1e: Questions of management board meeting evaluation form Mátraszentlászló, 2015 

Name and organization (optional): 

Date: 

1. How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

2. Do you think you have got a more clear understanding on : 

 Conference plan / timetable    1 2 3 4 5 

 Your actual role in the conference preparation 1 2 3 4 5 

 Your actual role in the conference     1 2 3 4 5 

 The next steps in the project       1 2 3 4 5 

 Tasks regarding the final report   1 2 3 4 5 

 Tasks regarding dissemination activities  1 2 3 4 5 

 Financial issues     1 2 3 4 5 

 

3. How much satisfied are you with the discussions on the following topics: 

 Country report Romania    1 2 3 4 5 

 Country report Hungary    1 2 3 4 5 

 Country report Georgia    1 2 3 4 5 

 Country report Germany    1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

5. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

 

6. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 

 

 

Annex 1f: Questions of partner meeting evaluation form Laufen, 2016 

Available only online: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-

vTEuNbtHoqkAi5G7PYStEkJe3Ibj3GPJDxHuijGcNBCHMw/viewform  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-vTEuNbtHoqkAi5G7PYStEkJe3Ibj3GPJDxHuijGcNBCHMw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf-vTEuNbtHoqkAi5G7PYStEkJe3Ibj3GPJDxHuijGcNBCHMw/viewform
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Annex 2:  Meeting Evaluation questionnaires (non-management) 
 

Annex 2a: Szeged Competency Workshop evaluation questionnaire 

1. How much do you think the workshop was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

2. How much are you satisfied with the introductiory presentations? 

 

    1 2 3 4 5 

Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

 

3. How much are you satisfied with the small group discussions? 

 

    1 2 3 4 5 

Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

 

 

4. What did you like the most? 

 

 

 

 

5. What did you like the least? 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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Annex 2b: Sibiu Workshop evaluation questionnaire 

 

Name and organization (optional): 

Date: 

7. How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

 Notes (reasoning): (you can use back page) 

 

8. Do you think you have got a more clear understanding on : 

 Why use living animals in classroom   1 2 3 4 5 

 How to create a chapter and related actions? 1 2 3 4 5 

 Motivating of the teachers?      1 2 3 4 5 

 Preparing the teacher training?      1 2 3 4 5 

 The existing Dog / Wolf chapter?   1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

9. How much satisfied are you with the discussions/ results of the following topics: 

 Ideas from Romania     1 2 3 4 5 

 Ideas from Hungary     1 2 3 4 5 

 Ideas from Georgia     1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

10. If you were not satisfied with some of the discussion, please note your problems, questions, 

issues which were not decided etc. 

 

 

11. What issues did you miss? What should be discussed in the future?  

 

 

 

12. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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Annex 2c: Laufen Workshop evaluation questionnaire 

 

Name and organization (optional): 

Date: 

How much do you think the meeting was overall well-prepared?  

(In a 1-5 scale)   1_not at all…..5_ very much 

    1 2 3 4 5 

WOLF CORE MODULE 

1. What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

 

2. How much do you agree with the following statements? (1: not at all … 5: very much)  

 The goals of the module workshop were clearly set     1   2 3 4 5 

 The goals of the module workshop were adequately met       1   2 3 4 5 

 The trainers/presenters were well-prepared       1   2 3 4 5 

 The level information provided on the animal was adequate  1   2  3 4 5 

 The exercises were enjoyable         1   2 3 4 5 

 I feel prepared to train teachers on the module.       1   2 3 4 5 

 

EARTHWORM CORE MODULE 

3. What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

 

4. How much do you agree with the following statements? (1: not at all … 5: very much)  

 The goals of the module workshop were clearly set     1   2 3 4 5 

 The goals of the module workshop were adequately met       1   2 3 4 5 

 The trainers/presenters were well-prepared       1   2 3 4 5 

 The level information provided on the animal was adequate  1   2  3 4 5 

 The exercises were enjoyable         1   2 3 4 5 
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 I feel prepared to train teachers on the module.       1   2 3 4 5 

 

 

BUTTERFLY CORE MODULE 

5. What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

 

6. How much do you agree with the following statements? (1: not at all … 5: very much)  

 The goals of the module workshop were clearly set     1   2 3 4 5 

 The goals of the module workshop were adequately met       1   2 3 4 5 

 The trainers/presenters were well-prepared       1   2 3 4 5 

 The level information provided on the animal was adequate  1   2  3 4 5 

 The exercises were enjoyable         1   2 3 4 5 

 I feel prepared to train teachers on the module.       1   2 3 4 5 

 

REPTILE CORE MODULE 

7. What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

8. How much do you agree with the following statements? (1: not at all … 5: very much)  

 The goals of the module workshop were clearly set     1   2 3 4 5 

 The goals of the module workshop were adequately met       1   2 3 4 5 

 The trainers/presenters were well-prepared       1   2 3 4 5 

 The level information provided on the animal was adequate  1   2  3 4 5 

 The exercises were enjoyable         1   2 3 4 5 

 I feel prepared to train teachers on the module.       1   2 3 4 5 

______________________________________________________________________ 

1. If you were not satisfied with some of the workshops, please let us know your ideas 

2. What issues did you miss?  

3. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 
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Annex 2c: Conference evaluation questionnaire 

Electronic version was printed. Available: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3eMEKmkh-

fdAuuUSe04kQCqqKQs9OtVYXMcbAaQcQzDJBDQ/viewform  

 

Annex 3:  Online available questionnaires 
 

Annex 3a: Website evaluation form 

Only electronic version, available: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1txUTlpOxgezglqYaGFeRhzeM1ulVfMFcRfNvszU4JZA/viewform 

 

Annex 3b: Piloting evaluation form 

Electronic version:  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1t-eMXHCGS1jTQXthmBPoMjrzhnGH5I7gZBXAmcvDm9A/viewform  

 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3eMEKmkh-fdAuuUSe04kQCqqKQs9OtVYXMcbAaQcQzDJBDQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3eMEKmkh-fdAuuUSe04kQCqqKQs9OtVYXMcbAaQcQzDJBDQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1t-eMXHCGS1jTQXthmBPoMjrzhnGH5I7gZBXAmcvDm9A/viewform
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Annex 4:  Evaluation of teacher trainings (summaries) 

Annex 4a: Summary of Feedback of Hungarian Teacher Course 

 

Question No of items Mean 

How much do you think the meeting was overall well-

prepared?  

7 4,86 

 

 

WOLF CORE MODULE 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented core material! 10 5 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 10 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 10 4,9 

Have you personally enjoyed the exercises? 9 4,89 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your colleague 

teachers on the module? 

10 4,7 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- new way of seeing wolves (3) 

- good method for teaching students (4) 

 

 

 

EARTHWORM CORE MODULE 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented core material! 10 4,9 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 10 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 10 4,7 

Have you personally enjoyed the exercises? 10 4,8 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your colleague 

teachers on the module? 

10 4,8 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- overcoming negative feelings (6) 

- good method, experiential learning (3) 

- the training as a good experience (2) 
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ANT CORE MODULE  

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented core material! 10 4,8 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 10 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 10 4,8 

Have you personally enjoyed the exercises? 10 4,8 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your colleague 

teachers on the module? 

10 4,7 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- the beauty and the usefulness of examination of ants / animals (4) 

- „lessons” we can learn from ants (living together, small doesn’t mean worthless, diligence) 

(3) 

- interesting, new knowledge (1) 

- good method (1) 

 

 

1. If you were not satisfied with some of the workshops, please let us know your ideas 

 

- problem with the preparedness of staff (1) 

 

2. What issues did you miss?  

- 

 

3. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 

 

- Everything was great (3) 
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Annex 4b: Summary of Feedback of Romanian Teacher Course 

Question No of items Mean 

How much do you think the meeting was overall well-

prepared?  

0 - 

 

 

 

 

WOLF CORE MODULE 

 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented vore material! 14 5 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 14 4,93 

 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 14 4,93 

Have you personally enjoyd the excersies? 14 5 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your clleague 

teachers on the module? 

14 5 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

 

- how humans should handle dogs (5) 

- the importance of wolves in nature (4) 

- being cautious around dogs (2) 

- the importance of dogs in humans’ life (2) 

- useful method, how it can be used (2) 

 

ANTS CORE MODULE 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented vore material! 15 5 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 15 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 15 5 

Have you personally enjoyd the excersies? 15 5 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your clleague 

teachers on the module? 

13 5 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- interesting animals, their characteristics (7) 

- how this method can be used (4)  
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- how social issues can be understood beacuse of them (3) 

 

REPTILE CORE MODULE  

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented vore material! 15 5 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 15 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 15 5 

Have you personally enjoyd the excersies? 15 5 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your clleague 

teachers on the module? 

12 5 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- interesting animals (3) 

- changing negative attitude towards them (8) 

- what reptiles represent (2) 

- how humans should handle them (respect, caotiouness) (3) 

 

1. If you were not satisfied with some of the workshops, please let us know your ideas 

- 

 

2. What issues did you miss?  

- 

 

3. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 

- overall a very good training (6) 

- professionalism (presentation, trainers) (4) 

- interesting and informative (2) 

- learnt new methods (1) 

- useful (1) 
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Annex 4c: Summary of Feedback of German Teacher Course 

 

 

Question No of items Mean 

How much do you think the meeting was overall well-

prepared?  

6 4,5 

 

 

 

WOLF CORE MODULE 

 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented vore material! 17 4,53 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 17 4,71 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 17 3,94 

Have you personally enjoyd the excersies? 17 4,41 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your clleague 

teachers on the module? 

17 4,06 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- living together with wolves (3) 

- get to know dogs! (2) 

- be cautious, work only with professionals (3) 

- the children will love this module (1) 

- very impoan (1) 

- nothing new (1) 

 

 

CHICKEN CORE MODULE 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented vore material! 16 4,63 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 16 4,5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 16 4 

Have you personally enjoyd the excersies? 15 4,36 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your clleague 

teachers on the module? 

16 4,25 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- understanding chickens, paying attention to them (2) 
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- concerns about chickens in the school (2) 

- working wih chickens is rewarding (2) 

- good practical tips (1) 

 

ANT CORE MODULE  

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented vore material! 17 4,76 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 16 4,94 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 17 4,65 

Have you personally enjoyd the excersies? 17 4,53 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your clleague 

teachers on the module? 

17 4,29 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

- ants are everywhere, we can learn from them (3) 

- it’s easy and fascinating to teach with the help of ants (3) 

- great characteristics of ants (3) 

- paying attention to them (1) 

 

 

1. If you were not satisfied with some of the workshops, please let us know your ideas 

- nothing new, because some participants already learnt about them (2) 

- not really suitable for primary schools (1) 

 

 

2. What issues did you miss?  

- more actions that are good for primray school (3) 

- more information on distributing to fellow teachers (1) 

- possibility to explore the environment (1) 

- breeding chicken in schools should be easy (1) 

- nothing (1) 

3. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 

 - overall very good training (2) 

- good logistics (4) 

- time was too short (2) 

- it’s important to present the basics as well (1) 
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Annex 4d: Summary of Feedback of Georgian Teacher Course 

 

Question No of items Mean 

How much do you think the meeting was overall well-

prepared?  

6 5 

 

 

ANT MODULE 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented core material! 8 5 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 8 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 8 4,875 

Have you personally enjoyed the exercises? 8 4,875 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your colleague 

teachers on the module? 

8 4,75 

 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

 What can we learn by observing ants (3) 

 We can learn from ants (2) 

 Similarities between / comparing ants and humans (2) 

 The love of organisms (1) 

 Increase community involvement (1) 

 Characteristics of ants (1) 

 

 

 

BUTTERFLY CORE MODULE 

 

Question No of items Mean 

Please evaluate the quality of the presented core material! 8 5 

How do you rate trainers/presenters? 8 5 

Have you learned new info on the animal? 8 4,75 

Have you personally enjoyed the exercises? 8 4,875 

Do you feel prepared for presenting/training your colleague 

teachers on the module? 

8 4,625 

 

What was the main message of the module for you in one sentence? 

 The lessons we can learn about life-cycles by observing the metamorphosis (4) 

 Awaken the interest of children towards butterflies (2) 

 Characteristics of butterflies (1) 
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 The importance of butterflies (1) 

 

1. If you were not satisfied with some of the workshops, please let us know your ideas 

 No reason to complain (3) 

 

2. What issues did you miss?  

 Organization problems due to seasonal changes (2) 

 Wishing for a better delivery of the project (1) 

 

3. Comments for the organizers (on previous information, logistics, meals, etc): 

 Relevant, helpful, interesting information (2) 

 Well-organized (1) 

 Importance of meeting of the organizers and the participants (1) 
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Annex 5:  Evaluation quality criteria template for module evaluation 
 

Title of Module: 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

Could be developed: 

 

Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by the 

evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

1. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

a. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
 
 

b. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
 
 

c. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
 
 

d. The module reflects a good energy return on energy investment. The positive impact of the project is 
greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 
 
 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
 
 

2. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

a. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  
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b. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
 
 

c. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  

 
 
 
 
 

d. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  

 
 
 

e. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
 
 

f. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
 
 

g. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 
 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  

a. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 
 
 
 

b. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 
 
 

c. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 
 
 

d. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 
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e. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
 
 

f. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 

 
 
 
 
 

g. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 

 
 
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

a. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 
 
 

b. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 
 
 

c. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
 
 

d. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
 
 

e. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 
 
 

General comments on these criteria 
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5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

a. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
 
 
 

b. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
 
 
 

c. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
 

d. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
 
 

e. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

a. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
 

b. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 

c. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
 

d. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
 

General comments on this criteria 
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Annex 5:  Evaluation of modules 

 

Annex 5a: Ants 

 

Ants module 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

 The physical settings used – both in-class and outdoors – were great and focusing on showing the 
life of ants. 

 The module is also great from the aspect of experiential learning methods. The diversity of exercises 
/ methods were great – all senses were used and different learning styles were addressed.  There 
are opportunities for joyful experience in the classroom as well as outside. 

 The module supports several universal values. 

 The module is curiosity-provoking. 

 Self-organizing skill is also developed (in case all steps of ant farm making is planned with the kids) 

 The transferability of the module is also great: the exercises have shown local and global patterns at 
the same time. There are still a lot of opportunities in the issue to develop further to show systemic 
dependencies, connections etc. from social, economic, and ecological point of view. 

 

Could be developed: 

 A clear message shall be set 

 While the activities have raised great and very-very important issues, there should have been more 
space left to discuss about: 

o what we can learn from ants? (community, team work, respect for each other 
o but what are we better at? (Benevolence, self-direction…) 
o Personally how it relates to me (addressing personal life)  
o How am I personally affected by these exercise? How do I feel? 

 The module should more express the conflict situation between the humans and ants (as we target 
in our competency framework), as there are a lot of them. 

 More general scientific concepts could be introduced through the module, such as self-regulation,  
networks, cycles. 
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Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by 

the evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

1. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

e. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
The main message should be set clearly,  

if:  „Ants’ role in biodiversity” – then, the answer is yes.  

if „ What can we learn from ants socially” –  it is only partly articulated 

 

f. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
if:  „Ants’ role in biodiversity” – then, the answer is yes.  

g. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
The physical settings used – both in-class and outdoors – were great and focusing on showing the life of ants. 
 

h. The positive impact of the project is greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 

yes (If warnings are taken seriously,) and if ants are transferred back to their original net 

 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
Main message is not clearly set. 
 

2. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

a. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  

 
This was not targeted. Actually could have been: this is a way in which human society is still better than ants. It 
could have been discussed. 
 

b. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
Partly. E.g. ants feeding each other. Could have been more stressed with showing that in ant society all 
individuals have their unique role  
 

c. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  
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Yes, e.g. traffic jam game and the observation activities 

 

d. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  

 
Definitely  
 

e. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
Yes: how ants care for future generations. We could draw parallels 
 

f. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
Very much indeed 
 

g. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 

Not really, actually most ants live according to different focus – again a point for discussion 

 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  

a. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 

Not really . There are many interactive activities, but not enough focused on this issue. 

 
 

b. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 

Many chances for it are included in the activities, but not always made specific. 

 

c. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 

Yes, e.g. : traffic jam  - fire test activity 

 

d. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 

 
Yes 
 

e. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
I am not sure. 
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f. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 

 
Very much  
 
 

g. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 

 
Partly (congestion exercise) 
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

a. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 

no tasting, the others yes (observation, what happens activity, perfume path,  

 

b. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 

Definitely. Digging, running, thinking, observing, experimenting 

 

c. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
Yes 
 

d. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
Very much! 

How to catch and keep ants, what happens, observation 

 

e. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 

If ant farm making is planned with the children and / or What happens activity is planned in groups 

 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

a. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
Yes- see congestion issues. 
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b. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
Partly. Could have been more addressed. 
 
 

c. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
Yes, and still it could be used even further 

d. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
Yes 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

e. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
Not really 
 

f. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 
Yes 
 

g. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
Yes 
 

h. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
Yes very much 
 

General comments on this criteria 
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Annex 5b: Dogs/Wolf 

 

WOLF / DOG module 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

 The activities are diverse and very much support different universal values: love of nature, equal 

opportunities and right to beliefs. 

 The transferability of knowledge is good: both personal / local / regional and global issues have 

been mentioned. 

 The activities show a good diversity in terms of learning styles and types. 

 Most of the ELENA competencies were very clearly reached by the module, such as open-

mindedness, curiosity, or responsibility. 

 If the main message  is “living in peace with dogs and wolves”, then most activities exploit the topic 
well.  

 The Yellowstone exercise give the chance of a detailed analysis of what the role of wolves are in the 
ecosystem, if it is well exploited.  
 

Could be developed: 

 The underlying main message (frame) is not clear. If the main message is that “dogs are wolves”, 
than there are also opposing activities and topics (dogs are not wolves). If the main message is every 
species matter, than in most topics / activities there should be relations to this message. Eg. when 
there is the running exercise, there can be more reference to the speed of other animals.  

 These three messages (frames) are not mentioned in the text material. It is not clear what the text 
material aims at besides providing info on wolf behaviour. It should have an introductory part about 
what is the role of wolf and other large predators in the ecosystem and in biodiversity.  

 I suggest to change the sequence of activities. While bite prevention is important, I think first the 

wolf/dog shall be made into a trusted animal. More alarm is useful and needed, but fear not. That is 

why it is better to use trained dogs and dog therapy elements before showing that OK, dogs are 

great, but they are also wolves. 

 While the methods used were mainly providing first-hand experience, still the empowerment part 

of it was less developed. Pupils shall be more actively involved in the exercises – with more 

influence on the learning process. 
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 Time and place shall be set for discussing personal experience, and fears in order to develop self-

reflection (which is a basic ELENA competency). More space should be given to discuss findings, 

comments, ideas, fears of the participants. 

 The self-organizing skill (basic ELENA competency) is not clearly targeted, however the role play can 

be partly developed towards this (eg. by giving tasks of the small groups, such as goal-setting). More 

independency shall be given to the young people, at least by providing some exercises, where they 

have more tasks than experiencing which is given. 

 The general scientific message / concepts of the chapter should be more stressed. What have we 

learned from the wolf about the world? Such as role of self-regulation of ecosystems, food chains, 

system complexity and dependencies. These should be more openly defined 

Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by the 

evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

 

1. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

a. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
The underlying message was not clear.  
However if we take the main message the following: “dogs are wolves”, most topics supported the message – 
while some were against it (about assisting dogs, dog therapy).  
If the main message is “every species matter”, then in most topics / activities there should be relations to this 
message. 
If the main message  is “living in peace with dogs and wolves”, then most activities exploit the topic well 
 

b. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
The activity / videos with the wolf role in ecosystems is very much supporting the message “every species 
matter”. However the aims declared at page 1 of the material does not even mention this message. 
 

c. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

While actually the therapy dog frames the physical settings himself, it would be useful to put out pictures (eg. 
comparing dogs and wolves in different situations). The projected pictures could also be great for that. 
 

d. The module reflects a good energy return on energy investment. The positive impact of the project is 
greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 
Definitely 
 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
Clarifying the message is important! Frame more in physical and content part. 
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This messages (frames) are not even mentioned in the text material. It is not clear what the text material aims 

at besides providing info on wolf behaviour. It should have an introductory part about what is the role of wolf 

and other large predators in the ecosystem and in biodiversity. (There is a short sentence about it later, but it 

should be more expressed). 

 

2. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

h. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  

 
Yes. More discussion activities would support it better. Stressing (as it was) that people have the right to fear of 
the animal is important. 
 

i. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
Yes. The information on therapy dogs delivered this message. 
 

j. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  

 
Yes – the activity of role play with wolf getting back to the region is supporting this values. 
 
 

k. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  

 
Very much 
 

l. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
Yes. 

 

m. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
Yes, however it can evoke fear, which should be taken into account. Changing the sequence of activities could 
avoid is. 

 

n. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 
Not really. Not aimed at.  
 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
The activities / topics were developed such as to promote transcending values. 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  
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a. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 
If the participants experiencing the task are asked for their feedback and opinion. Chances are given.  
 
 

b. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 
Time should be dedicated to  self-reflection, discussion of fears. Fears must be taken seriously.  
 

c. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 
Dog therapy activities, such as playing with dogs, touching them, yes. Observation tasks, too.  
 

d. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 

 
Yes. 
 

e. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
Definitely 
 

f. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 

 
Many ways it is provoked.  
 
 

g. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 

 
Yes, in many cases 
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

a. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 
Much less than possible. Observing, touching and hearing yes, tasting not really. Smelling that is important for 
dogs, is not put into emphasis. 
 

b. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 
Very well. There could be more space given for social learning (discussions),   
 

c. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
Not really. More space should be given to discuss findings, comments, ideas, fears of the participants. 
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d. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
Very much 
 

e. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 
The role play can be more developed towards this criteria. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

a. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
 
Yes  -eg. local dog types, biodiversity in dogs. 
 

b. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
Definitely.  (Right behaviour with dogs preventing conflicts ) 
 

c. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
Yes (role play and wolf in nature) 
 

d. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
Yes (role play) 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

a. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
No. More stress could be given on the self-regulation principle, which is why wolves are important in 
ecosystems, but these can be generalized. 
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b. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 
Yes 
 

c. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
Yes 
 

d. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
Very much indeed (see role play) 

General comments on this criteria 

There should be more generalizing of scientific concepts 
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Annex 5c: Earthworms 

 

EARTHWORM module 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

 The physical settings of the workshop can be very well developed and very much framed a message 

“worms are interesting and curiosity-provoking”. E.g  

o Big posters on treatment of animals 

o Exciting “laboratory” feeling for studying the animal 

o Pictures 

 The module supported very positive values, such as care for the planet, biodiversity. It is very good 

that waste problems are mentioned within the material. 

 The written module very much supports systems approach and scientific concepts regarding to 

ecosystem (eg. cycles) 

 The written material contains a good selection of different kinds of exercises.  

 There is a large diversity in the exercises -  writing, building, moving, experimenting, garden forming 

 The idea of the unique role of the worms in the ecosystem is carefully exploited. 

Could be developed: 

 The main message should be more clearly set.  

 More focus should be put on talking about personal fears and disgust, analysing feelings (for self-

reflection and fighting with fears and disgust). 

 The module supported very positive values, such as care for the planet. However it should be more 

linked to other “global” values and issues (transferability). There should be more focus on how 

earthworms are related to global problems, planetary limits (such as land use issues), how they are 

affected by global problems (soil pollution, soil depletion, draught or floods by climate change) etc. 

Also the links between everyday life and the problems earthworm are facing shall be connected. 

 There should be more space given for social areas: discussions, self-reflection 
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Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by the 

evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

1. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

a. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
No clear one‘message’ is defined. Competing messages appear, such as “worms are ecosystem-engineers” and 
“living in harmony with nature”, “worms are interesting”. 
“Inside the worm there is a complete, fantastically organized little world” (motto of written module) 
Actually all messages were tackled 
 

b. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
“Ecosystem-engineers – yes,  
“Inside the worm – a whole world” – yes 
“worms are interesting” - yes 
 

c. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
Yes, it can easily be done 
 

d. The positive impact of the project is greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 
Yes, definitely 
 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
No clear ‘message’ 
 

2. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

a. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  

 
Not really. More focus should be put on talking about personal fears and disgust. 
 

b. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
Not really 
 

c. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  

 
 
Not relevant 
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d. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  

 
Definitely yes: composting (ecosystem), biodiversity. 
 

e. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
Indirectly – with the school garden activity 

 

f. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
Yes, very much indeed.  

 

g. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 
Yes, when they are building themselves the worm habitat and in the school garden project. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
It could be more emphasized 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  

a. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 
Yes: There is chance for it. E.g observing, building habitat 
 
 

b. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 
No. More discussion is needed. 
 
 

c. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 
Yes, eg. touching the animal, cooperating in habitat building 
 

d. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 

 
Yes – learning by doing (worm habitat) 
 

e. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
Yes. Touching the animal, getting to know it better, immersing in activities in connection with soil. 
 

f. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 
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Yes, there is the chance for it. 
 

g. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 

 
Could have been more focused: discussion on responsibility. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

a. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 
observing, touching, sizzling, smelling the soil, - yes. No tasting. 
 

b. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 
Definitely. Learning by doing, writing, construction, observing.  
 

c. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
yes. wrinting, habitat building, school yard forming 
 

d. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
Yes! 
 

e. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 
First hand experiences, cooperation 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

a. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
Yes: (written) waste issues and composting. 
 
 

b. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
Not that much 
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c. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
Much chance for it is given.  
 

d. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
Chances are given but not enough emphasized. E.g. defending worms 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

a. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
In the written part: yes. However more issues could be discussed, such as landuse change, soil 
depletion, draughts: self-regulation. 
 

b. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 
Yes 
 

c. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
Yes, indeed 
 
 

d. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
Yes, definitely.  
 

General comments on this criteria 
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Annex 5d: Butterflies 

Butterfly module 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

 The diversity of species shown in itself supports very much biodiversity. 

 The module is very well developed from the scientific concept point of view: it teaches scientific 

concepts in a generalizable way (circle of life, metamorphosis etc). 

 The activities were very personally engaging, and joyful. 

 Butterflies are beautiful  .  Picturesque. The nets and materials can give a very good physical 

frame for the workshop. The written material itself is beautiful too as well as interesting. The joy we 

get from the dverse beauty of this part of nature can be shared.  

 It is very good that all tools used can be easily reproduced by the teachers (cheap ways). 

 The silk moth project is very good and multi-faceted. It connects very well the different areas of 

learning. 

 The butterfly-hatching process gives floor for developing self-organizing skills. 

Could be developed: 

 A clear (one-sentence) message should be developed, which should be more reflected in the 

activities. 

 There should be more floor given for self-reflection and discussions. The butterflies give opportunity 

to even very deep philosophical talks about meaning of life, the role of beauty in our life etc. 

 Butterflies constitute a part of literature as well as arts. There could be more opportunities to 

involve other subject areas for working with this animal. (Eg. in Hungary one of the most famous 

allegory is the butterfly allegory of the János vitéz, basic material in literature) 

 It is not clear what pupils could do about issues relating to butterflies. It would be important to give 
a connection, how they can act for their butterflies. This way they could be more empowered to 
take actions. 

 The conflict situations between the needs of butterflies and men should be more in focus.  
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Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by the 

evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

1. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

i. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
No clear message at all is defined. The fundamental aims defined in the written document is about learning 
outcomes, not an aim. 
 

j. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
No clear message at all.  
 

k. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
The physical settings can be  very much supporting the topic of butterflies (roll-ons could be great) 
 

l. The positive impact of the project is greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 
Questionable. If we use local species and set them free at the end, in the proper place,  and if all forms of the 
animals are handled with special care - yes. 
 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
 
 

2. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

o. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  

 
There were no space for this. 
 

p. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
It could be more targeted – eg. the different needs of different butterfly species. How does it work with 
people? 
 

q. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  

 
The activities give chance for discussing the different habitats. It is also a possible theme of discussion why 
some species become endangered and why others do not.  
 

r. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  
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Yes 
 

s. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
It can be discussed. How the different states of butterfly life cycle have in common with that of the humans.   

 

t. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
Definitely 

 

u. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 
It should be put more in focus 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  

h. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 
Young people have a chance to make their own judgements. Also, the ethical debate on using moths for silk can 
be a good way for this aspect. 
 
 

i. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 
Discussions and talking about experiences should be encouraged.  
 

j. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 
Partly: there is risk in the caterpillar-caretaking. 
 

k. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 

 
Should be more in focus 
 

l. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
Yes 
 

m. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 

 
Definitely yes. 
 

n. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 
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Yes, definitely 
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

f. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 
Partly. observing (seeing) the most aimed at.  
 

g. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 
Not really. More areas of learning could be involved. 
 

h. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
There is opportunity for that, if the teacher is conscious about it. 
 

i. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
Definitely!!!! 
 

j. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 
Yes , definitely both in catching and in hatching 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

f. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
The invasive species and its problems could be more in focus. 
 
 

g. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
It is not really developed, could be put more in focus 
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h. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
Yes, if it is emphasised that  butterflies are important part of nature as pollinators. Discussiong the silk 
road project could also add to it.  
 

i. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
The demand of humans for a need garden and demand of butterfiles for natural habitat. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

i. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
Very much: the cycle of life, metamorphosis 
 
 

j. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 
Very much 
 

k. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
Very much 
 
 

l. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
Very much 
 

General comments on this criteria 
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Annex 5e: Reptiles 

 

Reptiles module 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

 The topic itself provokes open-mindedness and flexibility.  

 The need for special care and attention successfully promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards 
animals. 

 The module uses activities that encourage first-hand experiences and address different learning 
styles and active learning elements. 

 The activities provokes to develop team spirit 

 The module is developing a responsible attitude towards reptile species. 

 
Could be developed: 

 The place and role of reptiles could be more emphasises just like their connection and use for 

humans.  Only one tie appears clearly: the distinction of venomousness. 

 There should be a main message phrased, developed and it would be great to tailor the activities to 

this message.  

 More discussion should be implemented and encourages e.g. about fears also.  

 The module could promote self-transcending values more.  
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Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by the 

evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

3. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

m. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
Not stated and developed at all, not even aimed at.  
 

n. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
See above 
 

o. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
See above 
 

p. The module reflects a good energy return on energy investment. The positive impact of the project is 
greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 
Yes, definitely provided instructions are carefully kept by students. 
 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
 
 

4. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

v. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  

 
Not specifically aimed at but, e.g. we understand reptiles can be a good source of discussion.  
 
 

w. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
No hint.  
 

x. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  

 
Indirectly perhaps: through discussion of different opportunities of different reptile species  
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y. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  

 
Yes, definitely.  
 

z. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
Not really 

 

aa. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
Yes, indeed. Need for special care and attention.  

 

bb. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 
Building a habitat could be good for it.  
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  

o. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 
Yes, many observation activities. 
 
 

p. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 
Not really. 
 

q. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 
Yes. The module itself conveys the idea of risks.  
 

r. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 

 
Partly: the observation and active learning parts. 
 
 

s. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
Yes, the topic itself brings about this notion.  
 

t. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 

 
Yes, ample chances for it.  
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u. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 

 
Not really.  
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

k. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 
Seeing, hearing yes. Smelling partly (while building the habitatTouching and tasting not really.  
 

l. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 
Yes, definitely.  
 

m. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
Yes.  
 

n. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
Yes, sure.  
 

o. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 
Yes, if several activities like habitat building is organized in groups.  
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

j. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
not really.  

 
 

k. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
Not aimed at.  
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l. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
Not specifically. 
 

m. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
Yes, differentiating venomous and non-venomous snake species. 
 

n. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
No. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

m. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
Yes (specification of reptiles) 

 

n. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 
Yes, as much as possible. 

 

o. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
Yes. 

 

p. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
Yes, definitely in many ways.  

 

General comments on this criteria 
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Annex 5f: Bees 

Bees module 

 

Summary of evaluation 

 

Very positive: 

 Though not stated directly, there is an underlying message. Bees are important.  

 Most activities are interactive and covers a large range of learning styles and subjects 
including relevant Maths tasks, too.  

 Young people are given a chance to get their own experiences and realize their ideas.  

 The responsibility of humans in destroying or ensuring habitat for bees is clearly touched.  

 The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet, and promotes 
tolerance towards animals. . 

 The module deals with the complexity of the ecosystem. 

 It is great that young people have the chance for personal joyful experiences in the real 

world.  

Could be developed: 

 The underlying message “Bees are important” should be clearly phrased. 

 A summary of the activities would be helpful at the beginning of the Module.  

 The introductory description is missing in this module. It could be advisable to summarize 
knowledge about morphology and life of bees before the activities are described in details.    
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Evaluation by criteria: 

The quality criteria is based on the criteria system of the Real World Learning Network (developed partly by the 

evaluator) and the ELENA project Competency Framework. 

1. The module has a “frame” - one main underlying message, related to biodiversity. 

q. All topics express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
Though it is not clearly phrased, the modeule does have a clear message. “The importance of bees the 
ecosystem and for humans as well. “ It should be clearly stated. 
 

r. All methods (activities, games etc.) express, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
Yes, definitely 
 

s. All physical settings reflect, implicitly or explicitly, the main underlying message. 

 
Yes. 
 

t. The module reflects a good energy return on energy investment. The positive impact of the project is 
greater than the harm caused by it in terms of sustainability. 

 
Yes, definitely. 
 

General comments on these criteria: 

 
 
 

2. The module promotes self-transcending values. 

cc. The module promotes awareness that all people have the right to their own perspectives, beliefs and 
values.  

 
There is little chance for it. The detective game can be a good starting point for a discussion about it.  
 

dd. The module helps learners to understand and accept the need for all people to be regarded at an equal 
level. 

 
Not really aimed at. 
 

ee. The module helps young people to understand the different opportunities of different people and 
communities.  

 
Yes. It helps understanding that bees do need their living space just like we humans do. It it is destructed, they 
may disappeare. 
 

ff. The module promotes respect for nature and care for the state of our planet.  
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Definitely.  
 

gg. The module promotes respect for future generations.  

 
 
not directly. A discussion can bring this idea in e.g. when the breakfast is presented. 

 

hh. The module promotes tolerance and sensitivity towards animals.  

 
Yes, very much indeed. 

 

ii. The module emphasises values that promote self-direction and benevolence.  

 
Yes. School garden planning is a great chance for it.  
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 
 

3. The module actively and holistically involves young people to empower them to develop sustainability.  

v. The module encourages young people to think critically and make their own judgements 
independently.  

 
The activities clearly aim at this point. Many interactive and thought provoking activities are included.   
 
 

w. The module encourages self-reflection among learners in order to get to know themselves better.  

 
Indirectly yes. More discussions can be implemented on this issue.  
 

x. The module promotes a positive attitude to risk and uncertainty.  

 
Yes, role play for instance. 
 

y. The module facilitates self-efficacy and young people’s ownership of their own learning. 

 
Yes, through interactive, active learning activities. 
 

z. The module provokes open-mindedness and flexibility. 

 
Very much 
 

aa. The module promotes curiosity of young people to acquire in-depth knowledge. 

 
Yes, lot of information on systems, many good hints for further learning.  
 

bb. The module facilitates young people to take responsibility for her own actions. 
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Definitely, almost all the activities could be used for it.  
 

General comments on these criteria 

  
 

4. The module encourages first-hand experiences, using different methods  

a. The module encourages direct contact using all five senses.  

 
Yes!  Seeing (observing), tasting, smelling are  directly involved, whereas hearing and touching indirectl also.  
  

b. The module uses activities that address different learning styles.  

 
Very much indeed. Great variety of meaningful exercises.  
 

c. The module allows space to adapt to the personal learning processes of the young people.  

 
Yes. 
 

d. The module allows space for positive and joyful personal experience in the environment and ‘real 
world’. 

 
Yes, yes, yes. 
 

e. The module contains methods to develop level of self-organizing (including goal-setting, prioritizing, 
time-allocation, monitoring, risk-taking and adaptation). 

 
Yes, the school garden planning is one example. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

5. The module helps young people to understand the connections and interdependence between the 
targeted ecological topics and the related economic, social and cultural areas as well as community and 
personal life.  

o. Parts of the module target community/local/national level socio-cultural, economic and ecological 
issues relating to the global issues assessed.  

 
Yes.  

 
 

p. The module encourages the learner to make links between their every-day lives and issues of global 
justice.  

 
Yes, the breakfast activity is just one.  
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q. The module helps the young people to understand the systemic dependencies, connections and 
patterns at global level from economic, social and eco-logical points of view. 

 
Yes,  the complexity of the ecosystem is well presented.  

 
 

r. The module develops an understanding and tolerance towards conflict situations between humans and 
animals for the benefit of biodiversity conservation 

 
Yes: the conflict between neat gardens and natural habitat. 
 

General comments on these criteria 

 
 

6. The module integrates scientific concepts of life relating to sustainability and biodiversity.  

q. The module promotes awareness that scientific concepts of life are universal. Examples to use: cycles; 
self-regulation; energy flow etc.  

 
Yes, indeed.  

 

r. The module tailors the complexity of scientific concepts to the age, abilities and prior knowledge of the 
young people.  

 
Very much. 

 

s. The module’s use of scientific concepts is designed to take account of the young people’s local 
surroundings. 

 
Definitely 

 

t. The module evokes (and fulfils) interest to understand animal behaviour of the “Module Animal” 

 
Yes, definitely.  

 

General comments on this criteria 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


